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Mastery and perfection in mathematics is a mandatory pre-requisite in advancing the frontiers of 
science. Mathematics provides the methodology and framework of rigorous thoughts in 
understanding and unveiling the beauty of the physical universe bestowed upon us by the grace of 
Allah Almighty, Him alone the Owner and Master of all the worlds. It is often astonished how simple 
mathematical expressions are sufficed in describing complex physical phenomena. 
Today, the rapid development in science and technology poses new challenges to mathematicians and 
scientists that requires innovative approach and methodology or eventually new mathematical 
theories. As such, the Kulliyyah of Engineering, International Islamic University Malaysia (IIUM) in 
collaboration with MIMOS Bhd. are therefore proud to present the 4th International Conference on 
Mathematical Modelling in Engineering 2017 (ICMAE4).  We aspire ICMAE to serve as an effective 
platform for academicians and researchers internationally to share ideas, state-of-the-art innovations 
and future developments of mathematical methods in diverse field of studies. The specific conference 
topics include: 
• Mathematical physics and differential equations 
• Algebra & analysis 
• Mathematical modelling & simulation 
• Probability & mathematical statistics 
• Analytical & numerical methods 
All technical papers presented during the conference shall be peer reviewed and accepted papers will 
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Introduction. In this paper we prove a precise equiconvergence relation between index of the 
Bochner-Riesz means of the expansions and power of the singularity of the distributions with 
compact support in summation associated with the elliptic operator.  
 Localization principle for the Fourier series at certain point means dependence of the 
cconvergence or divergence only from the behaviour of the function in the small 
neighbourhood of that point [1]. Equiconvergence of the Fourier series and the Fouer integral 
means convergence of both at the same and at the same term. The same for 
equisummmability when summation of the Fourier series and the Fourier integral is going by 
regular method. Here in this paper we consider the Reisz method of summation. 
Note that, in N dimensional case, when N > 1, equiconvergence and localization principles 
for the Fourier series and the integral is not valid by the Pringsheim convergence [2]. 
Equiconvergence of a spectral expansion corresponding to the Schrodinger operator with the 
summable potential, with Fourier integral is studied in [3]. A comparison theorem on 
equiconvergence of the Fourier Jacobi series with certain trigonometric Fourier series is 
proved in [4]. In [5] it is showed that uniform equiconvergence of the expansions of the 
integrable functions in eigenfunctions of the Sturm-Liouville operator. And the more general 
expanded expansions of distributions is studied in [6]-[12].
In this paper we discussed about equiconvergence in summation of the Fourier series and the 
Fourier integral of the linear continuous functional which associated with an elliptic 
polynomial. 
Preliminaries 
Let the space of infinitely differentiable function φ: NT  → C is denoted by )( NT . The 







where, K is a compact subset of NNT ],[    , )......,( ,21 N   is N dimensional vector 
with the non-negative integer components j  (j = 1, 2 ...., N). By )......( 21 N   we 
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denote a length of the multi-index  . For instance, NNDDDD
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The conjugate space )( NT    to the local convex topological space )( NT    is the set of all 
distributions with the compact support in  NT  . Any functional   f ∈ )( NT     can be written 
as 
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where NZ   is the set of all vectors with integer components,  
n
f  is the Fourier coefficient 
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N Znnnn   m is a positive integer number, and   r= 0, 1, 2, ……, N-1. 
The Riesz means of order s (s is non-negative real number) of the Fourier series (1) is define 
as 
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Now, we extend a distribution f from N - dimensional torus NT  to the whole space NR  by 
zero. For the extended distribution use again symbol  f . Then the Bochner-Riesz means of 
order s of the Fourier integral of  f  is,  
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where,     xiAN efyf )(2/)2(,)(ˆ   is the Fourier transformation of the extended 
functional f and it acts on , xiAN e )(2/)2(    via x. 
Main Theorem  
Let l be any real number and )(2
Nl
TL  denote the Liouville space of distributions 
 
 











Theorem 1. Let l>0 and    is any positive number. 
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Parametric Model Based On Imputations Techniques for Partly Interval 
Censored Data 
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One of the main objectives in the survival studies is that the comparison of survival 
functions. In this paper, we will discuss the comparison problem for several imputation 
techniques in the existence of part interval censored (PIC) failure time data. PIC data often 
occurs in medical and health studies that are followed by periodic follow-up, and also in 
others fields. By PIC data we means, for some subjects, the exact failure times are observed, 
but for the remaining subjects, the survival time of interest is observed only to belong to an 
interval instead of being exactly ([1], [2], [3]). An example of this kind of data is provided by 
the Framingham Heart Disease Study ([4]). Another example reported by [5] about Fatigue 
Failure (Crack size data) which may be considered as PIC data. In this article several 
imputation techniques used to estimate the survival function and compared with the one that 
obtained by Turnbull based on interval censored and PIC failure time data. In the next two 
sections we will discuss the parametric model and imputation techniques. 
 
Parametric Model 
The nonparametric methods outlined in the previous section have become the standard 
approach to the analysis of simple homogeneous survival data without covariate information. 
However, parametric survival time distributions are sometimes used for inference.  Assume 




 are independent and identically distributed with 





DX , ni ...,,1 is observed. Under independent censoring, the likelihood function for the 
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where   is parameter needed to be estimated. The function (1) may be analyzed using 
standard large sample theory. Thus, standard test, that is, Wad test, Score test, and likelihood 
test are used as inferential tools. Two frequently used parametric survival models are the 
Weibull distribution and exponential distribution. Both of these distributions contain the very 
simplest model.  
 
Imputation Methods 
We used several imputation techniques and compared them with Turnbull’s model and with 
each other’s.  The imputation techniques are based on Kaplan-Meir estimator. 
The imputation techniques used in this thesis can be classified into two different categories: 
1. Simple imputation methods 
There are three main types of simple imputation methods, that is; right-point, left-




2. Probability-based imputation methods 
The most common probability-based imputation methods, that is; conditional mean 
imputation, conditional median imputation and random Imputation.  
 
An Example  
We applied the proposed method to the modified breast cancer data that was presented by 
([6] and [7]). The data consist of 46 patient treated by Radiation (R) only and 48 patients 
treated by Radiation plus adjuvant Chemotherapy (R+C). This study was implemented to 
compare the cosmetic effects of Radiation alone against R+C on women with early breast 
cancer and the event of interest was the time to first occurrence of breast retraction and the 
patients were observed at clinic visits every 4 to 6 months, where the actual dates of the event 
were recorded exactly if available. If not the interval of events were noted. The modified data 
set is shown in Table 4.1 in order to set up the data as the partly interval censored data, for 
instant we set up for radiation 25 observation as right censored, 21 as interval censored and 
20 as exact. Likewise, for R+C the set up to be 13 observation as right censored, 35 as 
interval censored and 20 as exact. The result of this data set will be analysis as interval 
censored and PIC as show in the next section. 
Based on parametric analysis for cancer PIC data. Fig 1 and 2 show the results obtained by 
random imputation and median imputation, respectively. The Figures look similar to Turnbull 
method. The likelihood ratio test shows better result in the case of midpoint, right point, mean 
and random imputations as shown in Table 1. 
 
Table 1: Likelihood Ratio Test and their P-value based on parametric model  
                        from cancer PIC data 
Imputation Techniques Likelihood Ratio Test P-value 
Midpoint 4.6 0.032 
Left-point 3.03 0.082 
Right-point 4.74 0.029 
Mean 4.49 0.034 
Median 4.22 0.04 
Random 5.13 0.023 










random-imputation then parametric lognormal
Turnbull
 
Fig 1: Estimated survival function obtained by random imputation vs Turnbull based on  
5
           parametric model from cancer PIC data. 










median-imputation then parametric lognormal
Turnbull
 
Fig 2: Estimated survival function obtained by median imputation vs Turnbull based on  




In summary, we have proposed a simple modification of estimating survival function 
for partly-interval censored data using parametric model based on imputation techniques. 
Modification of breast cancer data is used and R software also used to obtain the results. Our 
results are fund to be similar to the one obtained by Turnbull. However, based on partly 
interval censored data, the random imputation and mean & median imputation show better 
results compared with others imputation techniques as well as Turnbull with respect to their 
the smallest P-value (Table 1).  
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Introduction. Airline schedules are operated under uncertain conditions. Some factors such 
as bad weather and airport congestion can cause some flight schedule can be delayed or 
canceled. These affect to airline on-time performance which it is related to passenger 
satisfaction. To reduce the number of flight delays, airlines need to construct robust aircraft 
routings. Robust aircraft routings are aircraft route schedules that are arranged to minimize a 
specific robustness measure, as the expectation of departure delay, arrival delay, or 
propagated delay. Recently, some researchers have shown that improving the robustness of 
aircraft routings can be done by perturbed flights. They improve the robustness of aircraft 
routing through optimization models to determine the optimal perturbations [2,3,4,5]. This 
research characterize the influence of perturbed flights analytically. Unlike Schaefer et al. [1] 
who investigate the perturbation of the original flight schedule to improve the operational 
performance of a given crew schedule, this paper observes the effect of perturbed flight 
schedules to the aircraft routing operations. 
 
Flight Delay on an Aircraft Schedule. Let F and R be a set of flights and a set of aircraft 





Assume that in flight schedule operations we use a push-back recovery and we divide sources 
of a delay for flight
i
f into two categories: ground delay and block-time delay. A ground 
delay is a delay before an aircraft take-off, and it does not include propagated delay caused 
by the previous flight in the same routing. A block-time delay is delay in the air, and we can 
view as the difference between the planned block-time of a flight with its actual block-time. 








be nonnegative random variables where 
i
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  indicates arrival delay of flight
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 be nonnegative random variables, where 
i
  represents ground delay of flight
i
f  




be nonnegative random variables, where
i
 indicates the block-time delay 
of flight
i
f relative to its planned block-time. Assume that the distributions of ground-time 
delay and block-time delay are independent of the time of day. Let 1, iipd  be the propagated 
delay to flight 
1i




Proposition 1. The departure delay of flight fi in routing r is given by 
11
  , }0,max{ ,111 iiiiii s     
(1) 







f in r, we obtain the bound of departure delay and arrival delay in the following 
propositions. 
 
Proposition 2. For each 
i




















Corollary 3. For each 
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The Perturbed Schedule. Let x and y be a nonnegative vector in RF. The perturbed 
schedules F + (x,y) is defined as the new flight schedules which obtain from F where the 
departure time and the arrival time of each flight i in F are changed by (depti – xi) and      
(arrti + yi), respectively. Perturbed schedules  F + (x,y) is called as feasible perturbed 
schedules if the planned aircraft routings in  F remain feasible under perturbed schedules      
F + (x,y). Let ' ,1 iiS  be the slack to connect flight fi-1 and fi in r’. Let 
'
i
bt  be the block time of 
flight  fi  in r’. Let 
'
i
  be the departurte time of flight fi in r’. 
 
Proposition 4. If we have ii  
'
, then the arrival delay of flight fi in  r’ 
ii
 '  (4) 
for i = 1,...,n. 
 










btbt   for i = 2,...,n, then  
ii
 ' ,  
(5) 
 
Proposition 6. If 
'
ii







for i = 2,...,n, then the departure 
delay of  flight fi in r’ 
ii
 '  
(6) 
for i = 1,...,n. 
 
Proposition 7. For n ,...,1  of  arbitrary ground delays and n ,...,1  of arbitrary block-time 
delays for flights in r, if cyx
ii
 , where c is a positive number then  
ii
 '  
(7) 
for i = 1,...,n.  
 
 
Computational Results. We consider one-day flight schedules of an airline in Indonesia for 
computational study. The schedules consist of 287 flights which are covered by 92 aircraft 
routings. We construct a simulation for measuring the performance of flight schedules. To 
perturbate schedules, we allow departure times and arrival times of planned flight schedules 
to be moved earlier or later no more than 15 minutes in order to preserve passenger 
projection in flight schedule design. To observe the effect of additional slack to the 




times of the original flight schedules such that the new flight schedules will produce the 
aircraft routings with more slack then the original aircraft routings, but the original block-
times do not change. The same technique is also applied to obtain the new flight schedules 
that will produce aircraft routings with more lenght of block-times than the original block-
times and the same length of slacks with the original slacks. For both cases, we record total 
departure delay, total arrival delay, and 15-minute on time performance (15-OTP). According 
15-OTP, a flight is delay if depart on a gate in more than 15 minutes after its schedule 
departure time. The computational results show that the larger slack will result to the better 
aircraft routing performance. The same condition also occurs for the additional of block-time. 
The increasing block-time in aircraft routings will affect to the increasing of the aircraft 
routing performance. We also simulate four cases of perturbations for each aircraft routing. 
In the first case, we set 15
1






xx , and 
i







xx , and 
i








xx , and 
i
y = 5 minutes for the last case. We perform the same flight 
delay simulation for all cases. we can see that all cases give better performance rather than 
the original. The simulation results show that the performance will continue to increase if the 
additional of block-times of each flight in the aircraft routings is large than the reducing slack 
in its connection. More block-times are the better performance. 
Summary 
The flight schedule perturbations can improve the aircraft routing operations. We can 
perturbate the planned flight schedules for adding slacks or adding block-times of aircraft 
routings. By simulation, we show that the performance of aircraft routing will increase if we 
move the departure times of each flight in an aircraft routing no longer than the departure-
time changes of the previous flights.  
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Introduction. In [1] we have offered an approach to classification problem of finite dimensional
algebras with respect to basis changes. It has been shown that if one has a special map with some
properties then he is able to classify all algebras who’s set of structural constants do not nullify a
certain polynomial. In this case he is also able to provide a separating system of rational invariants
for those algebras. It was successfully applied in [2] to get a complete classification of all 2-dimensional
algebras over algebraically closed fields.
Unfortunately, so far we have no example of such a map in 3-dimensional case. Therefore in the
current paper we deal with a weaker problem, namely with a construction of separating system of
rational invariants for finite dimensional generic algebras. The theoretical existence of such system of
invariants is known [3]. By generic algebras we mean the set of all algebras who’s system of structural
constants does not nullify a fixed nonzero polynomial in structural variables, over the basic field F .
In process of dealing with the problem we show a way for a rough classification of finite dimensional
algebras by attaching them some quadratic forms.
Main results. Further whenever A = (aij) ∈ Mat(p × q, F ), B ∈ Mat(p′ × q′, F ) we use A ⊗ B
for the matrix
a11B a12B ... a1qB
a21B a22B ... a2qB
. . .̈ .
ap1B ap2B ... apqB
 , where F − is a field of characteristic not 2.
Let us consider any m-dimensional algebra A with multiplication · given by a bilinear map (u,v) 7→




where ej · ek = e1A1ejk + e2A2ejk + ...+ emAmejk, j, k = 1, 2, ...,m, such that
u · v = eAe(u⊗ v)
for any u = eu,v = ev, where u = (u1, u2, ..., um), v = (v1, v2, ..., vm) are column vectors. So the
algebra A (binary operation, bilinear map, tensor) is presented by the matrix Ae ∈Mat(m×m2;F )-
the matrix of structure constants (MSC) of A with respect to the basis e.




m) is also a basis for A, g ∈ GL(m,F ), e′g = e then it is well known that
Ae′ = gAe(g
−1)⊗2
is valid. Further a basis e is fixed and therefore instead of Ae we use A, we do not make difference
between A and its matrix A. Let X = (Xijk)i,j,k=1,2,...,m stand for a variable matrix and Tr1(X),
10





















We use τ for the representation of GL(m,F ) on the n = m3 dimensional vector space
V = Mat(m×m2;F ) defined by
τ : (g,A) 7→ B = gA(g−1 ⊗ g−1).
For simplicity instead of ”τ -equivalent”, ”τ -invariant” we use ”equivalent” and ”invariant”.
We represent each MSC A as a row vector with entries from Mat(m,F ) by parting it consequently
into elements of Mat(m,F ):
A = (A1, A2, ..., Am), A1, A2, ..., Am ∈Mat(m,F ).
If C is a block matrix with blocks from Mat(m,F ) we use notation C∗, where ∗ is the tensor
product or transpose operation, to mean that the operation ∗ with C is done ”over Mat(m,F )” (not







− column vector over Mat(m,F ),
A⊗2 = (A21, A1A2, ..., A1Am, A2A1, A
2
2, ..., A2Am, ..., AmA1, AmA2, ..., A
2
m).
It is shown that equality B = gA(g−1 ⊗ g−1) implies the equality
T̃ r(

B21 B1B2 · · · B1Bm
B2B1 B
2
2 · · · B2Bm
...
... · · ·
...






A21 A1A2 · · · A1Am
A2A1 A
2
2 · · · A2Am
...
... · · ·
...




where T̃ r means the component-wise application of trace to the blocks of the corresponding block
matrix. One can represent the above obtained matrix equality in the following compact form
T̃ r((BtB)⊗k) = ((g−1)⊗k)tT̃ r((AtA)⊗k)(g−1)⊗k.
Note that T̃ r((AtA)⊗k) is a symmetric matrix. The obtained equality allows formulation of the
following theorem.
Theorem 1. Invariants of the quadratic forms given by the matrix T̃ r((XtX)⊗k) are invariants of
the m-dimensional algebras.
11
This result can be used for a rough classification of finite dimensional algebras: Two m-dimensional
algebras A, B are rough equivalent if the quadratic forms given by matrices
Tr(A21) Tr(A1A2) · · · Tr(A1Am)
Tr(A2A1) Tr(A
2
2) · · · Tr(A2Am)
...
... · · ·
...
Tr(AmA1) Tr(AmA2) · · · Tr(A2m)
 ,

Tr(B21) Tr(B1B2) · · · Tr(B1Bm)
Tr(B2B1) Tr(B
2
2) · · · Tr(B2Bm)
...
... · · ·
...
Tr(BmB1) Tr(BmB2) · · · Tr(B2m)

are equivalent.
It is clear that entries of T̃ r(XtX) are polynomials in components of X and there exists nonsingular
matrix Q(XtX) with rational entries in X such that the matrix
T̃ r(X
t
X) = (Q(XtX)−1)tT̃ r(XtX)Q(XtX)−1 = D(X)
is a diagonal matrix and Q(g) = I whenever g is a nonsingular diagonal matrix, where X =
τ(Q(XtX), X).
In algebraically closed field F case it means that one can define a nonempty invariant open subset
V0 ⊂ V such that T̃ r(A
t
A) = D(A) and D(A) is nonsingular whenever A ∈ V0.
Theorem 2. Two algebras A,B ∈ V0 are equivalent(isomorphic) if and only if B = τ(g0, A) for
some g0 ∈ GL(m,F ) for which gt0D(B)g0 = D(A).
Assume that there exists matrix P (X), with rational entries with respect to components of X, such
that P (A) is nonsingular for any A ∈ V0 and the equality
P (τ(g,A)) = P (A)g−1 holds true whenever gtD(τ(g,A))g = D(A) (1)
Theorem 3. For A,B ∈ V0 there exists g0 ∈ GL(m,F ) such that gt0D(B)g0 = D(A) and
B = τ(g0, A) if and only if
τ(P (B), B) = τ(P (A), A), (P (B)−1)tD(B)P (B)−1 = (P (A)−1)tD(A)P (A)−1.
So Theorems 2 and 3 imply that the system of entries of matrices
τ(P (X), X), (P (X)−1)tT̃ r(X
t
X)P (X)−1
is a separating system of rational invariants for algebras from V0.
The above presented results show importance of construction of matrix P (X) with properties (1).
In the paper a construction of such matrix will be discussed.
Acknowledgments. The author acknowledges MOHE for a support by grant FRGS14-153-0394.
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Since decades, chaos nonlinear phenomena have drawn attention of many researchers all over the 
world. Chaotic behaviour found in various systems such as electrical system, population growth, weather, 
molecular vibrations mechanical devices and many more. Dynamical systems that exhibit chaotic behavior are 
very sensitive to the initial conditions. Because of its higher unpredictability and extreme sensitivity to initial 
conditions, chaos is widely used in field like secure communication and encryption [1]. But it is not secured 
enough [2] until in 1996 when Pecora found that it can be overcome by choosing higher-dimensional 
hyperchaotic systems as secret key encryption, which has an increasing randomness and higher predictability 
[3]. Hyperchaotic system was first discovered by O.E.  Rossler in 1979 [4]. Details of other hyperchaotic 
systems can be found in many references [5-13]. 
The Homotopy technique [14,15] has been applied in many nonlinear problems in engineering field for 
the reason that homotopy method deforms continuously from a difficult into a simpler problem which can be 
easily solved. Inspired from the previous works done by others, in this present paper, we are interested to solve  
hyperchaotic Chen systems using multistage homotopy perturbation method (MHPM).  The hyperchaotic Chen 





x a y x w







                                           (1)   
The above system is hyperchaotic for the parameters of a = 35, b = 3, c = 12, d = 7, and r = 0.5 with the initial 
conditions as (0) 20, (0) 0, (0) 0x y z    and (0) 15w  . 
 
Results and Discussion 
The series solutions for 15-term HPM for  hyperchaotic Chen system (2)  are obtained as :
  
x (t) = -20.0 + 715.0t - 14958.75000 t2 + 193915.2083 t3 - 1862311.641 t4 + 11648014.04 t5 - 782382.0271 t6 - 
1397601846 t7 + 27028163520 t8 - 334919921200 t9 + 2586282504000 t10 + + 3406869902000 t11 - 
581768028700000 t12 + 13372041570000000 t13 - 212029685400000000 t14 
13
y (t) = -140. 0 t + 1662.500000 t2 - 18920.41667 t3 - 196909.6354 t4 + 11464051.41 t5 - 279184644 t6 + 
4764117419 t7 - 58999397170 t8 + 406793603700 t9 + 3539842879000 t10 - 193395949000000 t11 + 
4341484559000000t12 - 70942516200000000 t13 + 898449650500000000 t14 
z (t) = 1400.0 t2 - 45850.00000 t3 + 949717.7083 t4 - 12891221.88 t5 + 89122615.75 t6 + 1151838885 t7 - 
56664558560 t8 + 1277368685000 t9 - 20929183260000 t10 + 260102072300000 t11 - 
2099638152000000 t12 - 2959658978000000 t13 + 533351445800000000 t14 
w (t) = 15.0 + 7.5 t  + 1.875000000 t2 + 0.3125000000 t3 - 48999.96092 t4 + 1744400.004 t5 - 39133747.92 t6  + 
565133927.6 t7 -3314666453 t8 - 97148329530 t9 + 4100955790000 t10  - 93117682730000 t11 + 
1522699888000000 t12 - 17406073610000000 t13 + 73528243810000000 t14 
There are 3 methods used in this study to solve the hyperchaotic Chen which are HPM, MHPM and the 
well-established RK4 as the reference. The algorithm discussed is coded in the computer algebra package Maple 
together with the Maple’s built-in fourth-order Runge-Kutta. From the results presented in Table 1 for 
hyperchaotic Chen, the absolute errors between ∆t=0.01 with ∆t=0.001 are still large comparing to ∆t=0.001 
with ∆t=0.0001 which the minimum difference recorded is to the value of 10-5. Therefore, the step size of 
∆t=0.001 is chosen for this study because it gives small error and computationally costly as the time taken is 
reasonable. The time range in this work is taken to be from  t=0 to t=10. 
Table 1: Hyperchaotic Chen system, differences between RK4 solutions on ∆t=0.01, ∆t=0.001and 
∆t=0.0001 
 
In table 1, we compare the solutions of HPM and MHPM to the RK4. Obviously, we can see that MHPM solves 
the hyper chaotic system  accurately based on the differences between MHPM and RK4. As for HPM, it 
diverges rapidly thus far from the RK4 solution even at t=1. 





According to the data in table 2 for hyperchaotic Chen system, we see that the 15-term MHPM solutions at 
∆t=0.001 highly agree with the solutions of RK4 to at least 5 decimal places while HPM solutions are not valid 
even at t=1.  This demonstrates that the hyperchaotic Chen is solved accurately by MHPM. The method has the 
advantage of giving an analytical form of the solution within each time interval which is not possible in purely 
numerical techniques like RK4. The present technique offers an explicit time-marching algorithm that works 
accurately over such a bigger time step than the RK4. The results presented in this paper suggest that MHPM is 
also readily applicable to the hyperchaotic systems involving more complex dynamical behaviors. 
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Abstract 
A second-order ordinary differential equation involving anti-symmetric quadratic 
nonlinearity changes sign. In this reason, Harmonic Balance Method (HBM) cannot be 
directly applied. The main purpose of the present paper is to propose an analytical 
approximation technique based on the HBM for obtaining approximate angular frequencies 
and the corresponding periodic solutions of the oscillators with anti-symmetric quadratic 
nonlinearity. The presented technique gives excellent results as compared with the 
corresponding numerical. 
Introduction 
The mathematical model of oscillation of the human eardrum is the quadratic nonlinear 
oscillator [1]. Researchers have been investigated many analytical approaches to solve 
nonlinear differential equations. Perturbation technique [2] is the versatile technique, 
whereby the solution is expanded in powers of a small parameter. Several authors employed 
many other powerful analytical methods (non-perturb) to drive approximate periodic 
solutions especially for strongly nonlinear oscillators, namely, the Max-Min Approach [3], 
Energy Balance Method [4] and so on. Investigating Homotopy Perturbation Method and 
Modified Homotopy Perturbation Method [5] to solve the oscillators with anti-symmetric 
quadratic nonlinearity. Solving strongly nonlinear systems, the method of harmonic balance 
[6,7] is another efficient method. In this paper, an analytical technique has been established 
based on the HBM to obtain approximate solutions of the oscillators with anti-symmetric 
quadratic nonlinearity. The approximated results have compared with the corresponding 
numerical solutions (Runge-Kutta fourth order method). 
Solution Procedure 
Let us consider a second-order nonlinear differential equation is in the following form as 
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  ),(20 yyfyy    and the initial condition ]0)0(,)0([ 0  yay ,  (1) 
where ),( yyf   is a nonlinear function such that ),(),( yyfyyf  , 0
0
  and   is a 
constant. 
A n-th order periodic solution of Eq. (1), can be supposed as 
  ))7cos()5cos()3cos()cos((
0
 twtvtutay  ,              (2) 
where 
0
a ,   and   are constants. If  vu1 , solution Eq. (2) readily satisfies the 
initial conditions Eq. (1). 
Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) and expanding ),( yyf   in a Fourier series, it can be 
transformed into 

















  (3) 
Equating the coefficients of equal harmonic terms of Eq. (3), the following nonlinear 
algebraic equations can be found as 






0 FvFuF     (4) 
With help of the first equation,   is eliminated from all the rest of Eq. (4). Thus Eq. (4), 









FvFvFuFuF              (5) 
Substitution  vu1 , and simplification, second-, third- equations of Eq. (5), 
can be transformed into 
   ),,,,,,,(),,,,,,,(
00020001
 vuaGvvuaGu ,   (6) 
where ,,
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GG  exclude respectively the linear terms of ,, vu . 
Whatever the values of 
0
  and 
0
a , there exists a parameter 1),,( 000  a , such that 
,, vu  are expandable in following series 
    ,, 20201
2
0201   VVvUUu     (7) 
where  ,,,,,
2121
VVUU  are constants. 
Finally, substituting the values of ,, vu  from Eq. (7) into the first equation of Eq. (5), the 
unknown angular frequency   is determined. 
Example: Differential equation with anti-symmetric quadratic nonlinearity 
Let us consider the following equation which has investigated in Momani et. al. [18] is 
                   02 2  yyy  and the initial conditions ]0)0(,)0([ 0  yay .                  (8) 
As we know, an asymmetric behavior of the nonlinear oscillator is different in positive and 
negative directions. 
Results and discussions 
The approximate solution is shown Fig. 1 for initial amplitude 2.0
0
a  together with 
corresponding numerical solutions. It is noted that the presented technique is simpler than 
several existing procedures, namely, the Homotopy Perturbation Method and the Modified 





Fig. 1: Comparison the obtained results (represented by blue dashed line) with the 





In this paper, an analytical approximate technique based on the Harmonic Balance Method 
has been presented to determine approximate angular frequencies and the corresponding 
periodic solutions of the oscillators with anti-symmetric quadratic nonlinearity. The solution 
procedure is straightforward and simple as compared with the previously existing methods. 
The approximated solutions show a good agreement with its exact ones and much better than 
the existing results. 
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Introduction. Organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices (a term used here to refer both organic 
solar cells and photodiodes) have distinctive and interesting properties that could lead to 
various applications. They are also relatively cheap to fabricate, which mean that organic 
solar cells have the potential to be a viable energy source. 
When light is absorbed by the organic photoactive layer (PL), excitons (strongly bound 
electron-hole pairs) are produced. How free charge carriers are generated is a fundamental 
step in the working operation of OPV devices. At the donor-acceptor (DA) interface, excitons 
are generally transformed into charge-transfer (CT) states. Since CT states are produced with 
excess energies, it has been suggested that the energy required to overcome the binding 
energy is provided by the excess energies [1,2]. Another situation is that CT states with 
excess energies relax to the ground CT states before dissociating into free charge carriers. 
The dissociation via the relaxed CT states has been supported experimentally [3–7]. The 
Onsager–Braun (OB) model [8] is widely used to describe the dissociation of relaxed CT 
states. However, the OB model has several fundamental issues [9].  
Very recently, Ref. [9] has made an improvement to the OB model by including the effect of 
DA morphology and by employing the correct charge carrier mobilities. The impacts of the 
PLs properties such as the carrier mobilities and the permittivity on the performance of OPV 
devices have been investigated by many studies (for example by Refs. [10-12]) and well 
understood. However, the impact of the DA morphology of the PL on the charge carrier 
generation is still unclear. The aim of this paper is to investigate how the DA morphology 
impacts the generation of charge carriers based on the new model proposed by Ref. [9]. 
 
Model and procedures. The dissociation probability of a CT state is defined as [8] 







                                                      (1) 
where 
d
k  is the CT state dissociation rate coefficient, and fk  is the CT state decay rate 
coefficient. According to the modified OB model proposed by Ref. [9], 
d
k  is given by 
                                       

















                             (2) 
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where q  is the elementary charge, 
,n i
  is the actual electron mobility at DA interface, 
,p i
  is 
the actual hole mobility at DA interface,   is the effective permittivity of the photoactive 
layer (PL), a  is the separation distance between the electron and the hole of the CT state, 
 2 4bE q a  is the binding energy of the CT state, Bk  is the Boltzmann constant, T  is the 
absolute temperature, 
1
J  is the Bessel function of the first kind of order 1, and 
 3 2 2eff 8 Bb q F k T  . Here, F  is the magnitude of the electric field, and   is a 
parameter that describes how the DA morphology influences the CT state dissociation.  
Note that 
,n i
  and 
,p i
  are generally not the same as (can be higher than) the conventional 
carrier mobilities that are used to calculate the electric current [9]. 
,n i
  and 
,p i
  are fixed for 
any given DA mixture (independent of the DA morphology and device architecture) unlike 
the conventional carrier mobilities [9]. The detailed explanation on the actual carrier 
mobilities can be obtained in Ref. [9]. 
A CT state’s direction is defined as the direction from the electron to the hole of the CT 
state. A more positive value of   means the effective direction of the CT states inside the PL 
is more aligned in the direction of the electric field inside the PL, while a more negative value 
of   means the effective direction of the CT states inside the PL is more aligned in the 
direction opposite to the direction of the electric field. 1   (the maximum value) means that 
all the CT states inside the PL are in the same direction as the direction of the electric field. 
1    (the minimum value) means that all the CT states inside the PL are exactly opposite 
to the direction of the electric field. 0   means the effective direction of the CT states is 
perpendicular to the direction of the electric field. In other words, 0   means that the 
electric field basically does not contribute to the CT state dissociation. However, since 0   
gives an undefined value of 
d
k  according to Eq. (2), we simply neglect the term 
 1 eff eff2 2 2J b b   in Eq. (2) in order to represent dk  (and thus dP ) when 0  .  
The CT state dissociation probability may also be called the charge carrier generation 
probability, which will be used from here on. In order to achieve a comprehensive 
understanding on how the charge carrier generation is influenced by the DA morphology, we 
calculate and analyze the charge carrier generation probabilities 
d
P  with respect to   (which 
represents the DA morphology) together with other relevant parameters, which are the 
effective permittivity, the actual mobilities, and the electric field.  
 
Results 








  m, and 300T  K. The range of F  
used here is from 0 Vm-1 to 
7
6 10 Vm-1, and this should cover the possible operating F  in 
various OPV devices. 
We find that for devices with 3.5
r




n i p i
     m2V-1s-1 (which are typical 
values for organic PLs), the value of   (and thus the DA morphology) plays an important 
role in the charge carrier generation, practically at the whole range of the studied F . Note 
that 
0r
   , where 
0
  is the vacuum permittivity.  
As we increase 
r
  to higher values using the same values of ,n i  and ,p i , the charge 
carrier generation increases and the role of DA morphology on the charge carrier generation 
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becomes less important. Similarly, as the values of 
,n i
  and 
,p i
  are increased but with the 
same value of 
r
 , the charge carrier generation increases and the role of DA morphology on 
the charge carrier generation becomes less important. 
In summary, for devices with typical values of 
r
  and , ,n i p i  , the DA morphology 
plays an important role in order to maximize the charge carrier generation, practically at all 
possible operating electric fields. Devices with relatively very high 
r
  and/or , ,n i p i  , the 
role of DA morphology on the charge carrier generation can be said to be insignificant. In 
order to maximize the charge carrier generation, devices with relatively poorly-designed 
donor-acceptor morphology (low  ) but having 
r
  and/or , ,n i p i   that are significantly 
higher than the (current) typical values are more desirable than devices with excellently-
designed donor-acceptor morphology (very high  ) but having typical values of 
r
  and 
, ,n i p i
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Introduction. The network model is a database model conceived as a flexible way of 
representing objects and their relationships. Its distinguishing feature is that the schema, 
viewed as a graph in which object types are nodes and relationship types are arcs, forms 
partial order, is not restricted to being a tree or lattice. When a database is large and a query 
comparison is expensive then the efficiency requirement of managing algorithms is 
minimizing the number of query comparisons i.e., the efficiency is measured by query 
complexity of an algorithm. For example, conceptual graphs form a network model structure 
and query comparison will be a graph homomorphism checking which a very expensive 
operation is [1]-[9].    
In this paper we consider updating operation for network model database management 
systems. We develop a new sequential algorithm for updating operation. Also we suggest a 
distributed version of the algorithm. 
One of the important components of updating operation is a searching. In [10], Mozes, Onak, 
and Weimann present a linear-time algorithm that finds the optimal strategy for searching a 
tree-like partially ordered set. Dereniowski [11] proves that finding an optimal search strategy 
for general posets is hard and gives a polynomial-time approximation algorithm with sub-
logarithmic approximation ratio. In [12] [13] we proposed new sequential and distributed 
algorithms for searching operation. Another component of updating operation is a finding 
parents. For finding parents operation Levinson [14] and Ellis [15] have proposed several 
modifications of breadth/depth first search technique using some simple properties of partially 
ordered sets. In this paper we used height of elements of poset for a good ordering of a dataset.  
 
Partially ordered set (poset). Definition. A chain from an element  to an element  
in a poset   is a sequence of different elements   of a poset   such that 
each of its elements, except last one, is a parent for the next element in the sequence;  is 
called a length of the chain; A chain from element  to element with maximum length is 
called maximum chain from a to b.    
Definition. A length of maximum chain from top element ⊤ to an element  is called height of 
 in a poset  and denoted as . Height of bottom element is called height of 
poset i.e., .     
Proposition 1. For any two elements  and  of a poset , if  then 
. 
Proposition 2. For any element  of a poset  , 
 
Proposition 3. Let  be elements of some poset. If  is false then for any  such that 




Also we use the next proposition in our algorithms. 
Proposition 4. Let  be a poset and  be any non-empty, finite subset of . Let . 
Let   be a set of elements of  with fixed height  i.e., . 
Let    be a set of elements of  with height more than  i.e., 
. If  ,    is false, then  ,   is also 
false.     
 
Representation of a poset: the extended descendants list data structure. For 
representation of a poset we use list of descendants or list of ancestors in special form. Let 
 be elements of poset  and let  be top element, i.e., . We define partial 
order over integers  in the following way: for any ,  if and 
only if . Two lists are associated with an element , : list of descendants 
D  and list of ancestors A( ). The list of descendants includes  as a first 
component of the list, second component is , and first  
descendants are , and other descendants:  
  
 
We assume that elements  of poset  are ordered such that   is a non-
decreasing function of i. Also we denote the number of elements of dataset  with 
 as . It is clear that  . The list 
of ancestors is dually defined. 
   
Updating operation. Updating can be done using Inserting and Deleting of a query element. 
The Deleting first uses Searching of a query element then deletes it and its links to parents 
and children. Deleting and Searching have the same query complexity. These two operations 
are almost same. Since in early works [12], [13] we developed algorithms for Searching 
operation, in this paper we do not consider the Deleting operation. Inserting can be done using 
Finding Parents and Finding Children operations. Finding Parents and Finding Children are 
dual operations, i.e., an algorithm for Finding Parents can be very easily adapted to Finding 
Children operation and vice versa. Thereby we consider Finding Parents operation in this 
paper. We assume that a query element is not in a database; otherwise again we have an 
operation which is equivalent to Searching. Since our original operation is Inserting this 
assumption is inartificial. 
 
Algorithm for finding parents operation. Let  be a poset and  be any dataset i.e., 
non-empty, finite subset of , , where  is a positive integer. Let a query 
element    be not in D  i.e., . Although the query element q is not in the dataset D, 
it has parents, children and ancestors, descendants in D  i.e., query element has a virtual 
address in the dataset. The proposed algorithm takes list of descendants D(i),  of a 
given poset D, the numbers  of elements of dataset  with 
 and a query element  as input and finds .     
Data representation way described in section III allows us to distribute the elements of dataset 
in the table. The height of the table is  , where  is height of dataset. Width of the table 
is equal to . The top element ⊤ is only element on the 0-th row of the table, 
for  ,…, ,  h-th row of the table contains elements of dataset from  to 
. Proposed algorithm scans elements of this table from up to down and from left to 
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status will be assigned to the element c, else NO. Regarding Proposition 3 if NO status is 
assigned to the element c then NO status will be assigned to all its descendants also.  
 
Algorithm scans not only current element c but all its children also. If all children of c have 
NO status then c is a parent of query element q. Regarding Proposition 4 algorithm ends if all 
elements of some row of the table have NO status. 
 
Distributed algorithm. Proposed algorithm can be adapted for distributed computing. For 
distributed algorithm we use parallel random-access machine (PRAM) model of computation 
with  processors. In PRAM model of computation all processors can 
access common RAM in a single algorithm-step. 
In the distributed algorithm one of the processors starts and ends to compute following 
sequential algorithm. Scanning of elements in each row will be done parallelly by m 
processors.   
{ ,   
 
here  is the smallest integer not less than a. 
Each interval is scanned by one processor. In the proposed distributed algorithm two or more 
processors do not check the same query comparison if they do not come to common child of 
two elements with same height and from different intervals at exactly the same time. In other 
words, there is no overlapping of partition of scanning space up to query comparisons. We 
also note that the processors are almost uniformly tasked.    
 
Summary. A query complexity of an algorithm is the number of query comparisons that is 
used in the algorithm. Our goal was to develop an updating algorithm(s) with a query 
complexity as less as possible.  
We first analyzed an updating operation and picked out an operation Finding Parents as a 
most considerable sub-operation. We proposed an algorithm for Finding Parents operation. 
We used a new data structure for posets: it is an extended descendant list of a poset. The main 
extra parameter of this representation is a height/level of an element  of  a  database.  The  
extended  descendant  list  of  
poset allows us to distribute the elements of a database in a rectangular table. Then algorithm 
starts to scan cells of the table. For minimizing of query complexity we have also used the 
properties of posets.   
We also proposed a distributed version of the algorithm. Proposed distributed algorithm 
responds two main requirements for distributed algorithms: uniform distribution of 
computation among processors and no overlapping computation. 
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In regression analysis there are many assumptions about the model, namely, multicollinearity, 
nonconsistant variance (non-homogeneity), linearity, and autocorrelation. If one or more 
assumption is violated, then the model in hand is no more reliable and also is not acceptable in 
estimating the population parameters.  
In this study we focus on multicollinearity as a violation of one of basic assumption for successful 
regression model assumptions of successful regression model. Multicollinearity appears when two 
or more independent variables in the regression model are correlated. a little bit of multicollinearity 
sometimes will cause big problem but when it is moderate of high then it will be a problem to be 
solved.  
Correlation of predictors and the impact on regression model  
What impact does the correlation (strong) between predictors have on the regression model and 
subsequent conclusions? To do that we demonstrate the impact on two sets of data. The analysis 
of regression for the first set yielded the following regression information  
For first set of data where the correlation is quite low we start by finding a model containing x1 
alone then including x2 alone then finding the model including both predictors as in the following 
table:  
Table 1: Coefficients of models for first set of data  
  
Comparing results in the table above showing that the standard error of coefficients has been changed 
slightly for x1 increased from 3.3. to 3.46, while for x2 changed from 0.638 to 0.662, and this is due to a 
very low correlation between predictors for first set of data.  
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For second set of data with a very high correlation between predictors (0.996) the results are shown in 
Table 2.  
Table 2: Coefficients of models for second set of data  
  
For Table 2 we have many types of comparisons. First we see that standard deviation of coefficients have 
been changed, for x11 from 3.46 in separate model to 2.96 which is still acceptable but the dramatic 
change occurred to standard error for x12 it has been increase from 0.579 for separate model to 6.24 for 
multiple model. The consequence of this increment will lead to a problem that is highlighted in the next 
point.  
 Diagnostic of Multicollinearity and VIF  
There are many signs in the analysis for the multicollinearity among which  
(i) The correlation among predictors is large  
(ii) In case if the correlation is not calculated the following are signs of having the 
multicollinearity:  
(1) When the predictors coefficients vary from one to another model  
(2) When applying t-test, the coefficient is not significant but put all together (Ftest) 
for the whole model it is significant.  
Relying only on correlation between pairs of predictors has limitation, the small or large value of 
correlation is something subjective depends on individual and also on the field of research that is 
why most of the time to detect the multicollinearity we use some indicator called variance inflation 
factors (VIF).  
When correlation exists among predictor’s the standard error of predictors coefficients will 
increase and consequently the variance of predictor’s coefficients are inflated. The VIF is a tool to 
measure and quantify how much the variance is inflated. VIFs are usually calculated by the 
software as part of regression analysis and will appear in VIF column as part of the output. To 
interpret the value of VIF the flowing rule is used  
• VIF=1   not correlated  
• 1<VIF<5 moderately correlated  




Back to results of our data analysis it is evident that for the first set of data we obtained for 
both variables x1 and x2 similar VIF=1.00, means the correlation is zero which is perfect 
condition to apply regression analysis and this is due to very low correlation coefficient, while 
in the second case when the data has very high correlation (0.996) we found that for both 
variable the VIF was 113.67 which is evidence of a very high correlation between x11 and x12. 
In the latter case we cannot commence with regression unless this problem is solved  
Problem solving 
When two or more predictors are highly correlated, the relationship between the independent 
variables and the dependent variables is distorted by the very strong relationship between the 
independent variables, leading to the likelihood that our interpretation of relationships will be 
incorrect. In the worst case, if the variables are perfectly correlated, the regression cannot be 
computed. Multicollinearity can be resolved by combining the highly correlated variables 
through principal component analysis, or omitting a variable from the analysis that associated 
with other variable(s) highly. 
Conclusions 
1- Multicollinearity is one of serious problems that should be resolved before starting the 
process of modelling the data  
2- It is highly recommended that all regression analysis assumption should be met as they 
are contributing to accurate conclusion and helps to make inference on the population.  
3- Ignore and dismiss the model if the multicollinearity discovered after finding the model 
specially with high correlation as the model cannot be interpreted 
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Abstract. The long-life performance of an insulator is depended on the result of continuous 
stresses like electrical, environmental, mechanical and thermal. Thereby, many studies that 
were conducted to investigate the effect of this stress on the insulator and their solution to 
prevent the insulator from degradation and breakdown. However, study on the physical 
process of discharge phenomenon that lead to the conductive path and breakdown on the 
insulator surface is not well concerned and understood. Therefore, this paper was focuses on 
the charge carrier generation and transport mechanism that causing the electric discharge and 
breakdown of the dielectric in the high voltage application system. This charge carrier 
generation and transport mechanism are accounted with the Nernst Planck theory to model 
the behavior of the charge carriers while Poisson’s equation is used to determine the 
distribution of electric field on the insulator. A mathematical model of a surface discharge on 
an insulator based on the Nernst Planck Theory is then discussed.  
Introduction. The insulation is the most important part in the high voltage application to 
resist some stresses like mechanical, thermal, electrical and environmental stress that acts 
permanently or temporary on the insulators [1]. Thus, precaution action must be taken to reduce 
the failure factor of insulation by the presence of the stresses. The good insulator must be able 
to avoid the flow of current to the undesired path.  
The outdoor insulators are often exposed to the pollution especially in the polluted area. This 
condition does not affect the performance of the insulator until the surface of the insulator 
become moist due to the dew, rain or fog [2]. Due to the surface discharge activities, a 
conducting path due to the drying out process will be formed on the surface of the insulator 
and it will allow the flow of leakage current from the high voltage electrode to the ground 
electrode [3]. Although the leakage current flow is quite small, the long term of leakage 
current flow due to the discharge may lead to the insulator breakdown. Thus, study on the 
physical discharge activities on the insulator are quite important to decrease the system 
failure. 
To understand the propagation of the surface discharge on the insulator, the mechanism for the 
charge carrier generation and transportation must be known. There are several types of 
mechanisms for the charge carrier generation and transportation that can lead to the 
breakdown of the insulators. Apart of the mechanism that involve in the charge carrier 
generation are the impact ionization [4], field emission [5], secondary electron emission [6], 
ionic dissociation [7] and molecular ionization [8].  Besides that, recombination of free charge 
carriers like electrons, positive ions, and negative ions with each other and the surrounding 
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media also can give the contribution in the charge carrier generation of the insulation. In 
addition to the recombination of the free charge, electrons also combine with neutral 
molecules to form negative ion in the process of electron attachment [5]. 
For the transportation mechanism of the charge carrier, charge transport continuity equation 
accounted the Nernst Planck theory can be used to understand the charge carrier behavior on 
the insulator [9] and this equation will be coupled with Poisson’s equation for the field 
distribution equation. Therefore, study on the mechanisms that can lead to the breakdown of 
the insulators are very important to prevent some failure in the high voltage system. Thus, this 
paper is focuses on the charge generation and transportation mechanism for the dielectric 
breakdown in the high voltage application system. 
Governing Equation. The charge continuity equation accounted the Nernst Planck theory 
was used to model the behavior of the charge carriers like positive ions, negative ions and 
electrons in the insulator system. The Nernst-Planck theory has been used to model the ion 
transport in many physical and biological system such as protein channel of biological 
membranes [10], neuron cell membranes [11], and electrolytic solutions [12]. Generally, the 
charge continuity equation can be written as: 
(1) 
where indicate the species of the charge; positive ion, negative ion and electron in the 
dielectric system.   is a total flux density for species  at distance  between 
the electrode,   is the concentration of each charge carrier,  is the 
generation rate and  is the recombination rate of the ions species. 
The charge transport mechanism continuity equations are coupled with Poisson’s equation to 
determine the electric field distribution. The equation of Poisson’s equation can be expressed 
as follows: 
(2) 
where  is the electric field vector, is permittivity of free space charge, is 
relative permittivity of material, are the concentration of each charge carrier 
determined from the charge continuity equations (1), is the elementary charge and 
 is the Avogadro’s number. 
Findings. Thus, electric field dependent molecular ionization will be chosen in the modelling 
of surface discharge on the outdoor insulator. This is due to the surface discharge activities 
that occurred through the insulator surface when there is a flow of contaminant electrolyte. 
This phenomenon will lead to the flow of leakage current and propagation of electric field on 
the insulator surface. For the development of surface discharge modelling, charge transport 
continuity equation accounted the Nernst Planck theory and coupled with Poisson’s equation 
were used to model the behavior of the charge carriers and to determine the electric field 
distribution. For the equation of total flux density, only diffusion and migration term will be 
considered. This is because in the surface discharge development there are involved the 
influence of high electric field and there are been expected that it will included the diffusion 
of charge carrier from high concentration to the low concentration in the electrolyte. Thus, 
the diffusion and migration term will be taken as a dominant role and the convection term 
will be neglected in the surface discharge formation. 
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Summary 
It can be concluded that the study on the mechanism of the charge carrier generation in the 
dielectric system is important to prevent the system failure and losses. This paper is focuses 
the charge carrier generation and transport mechanism that causing the electric discharge and 
lead to the breakdown of the dielectric in the high voltage application system. From the 
previous studies, it has been known that there are several types of mechanism of charge 
carrier generation and transportation in the dielectric. In the case of development of surface 
discharge on the outdoor insulator, electric field dependent molecular ionization will be 
chosen as the charge generation mechanism. The charge transport continuity equation will 
involve the diffusion-migration equation that accounted the Nernst Planck theory and coupled 
with Poisson’s equation for determine the electric field distribution. In the modelling of 
surface discharge on the insulator surface, the correct parameters of each elements that 
involved must be known and the mathematical equation can be solved by using finite 
difference method. 
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Abstract. In this study, the soil temperature profile was computed in MATLAB based on the
harmonic heat transfer equations at various depths. The meteorological data ranging from 
January, 1st 2016 to December, 31st 2016 measured by local weather stations were employed. 
The findings indicted that as the soil depth increases, the temperature changes are negligible 
and the soil temperature is nearly equal to the mean annual air temperature. Likewise, the 
results have been compared with those reported by other researchers. Overall, the predicted 
soil temperature can be readily adopted in various engineering applications in Malaysia.   
Keywords. Passive energy, Mathematical model, Hot and humid climate, Soil temperature.
Introduction. Soil is not a good insulator for underground structure: the resistance of heat flow
of dry earth is less than 15% of that of moisture and decreases rapidly when the moisture 
content increases. However,  the soil is a terrific moderator for temperature fluctuations [1] in 
which it does not responds to daily temperature variations and only reacts gradually to seasonal 
changes. Due to the high thermal inertia (51% of the energy from the sun absorbed by the soil 
as shown in Fig.1) and the great heat capacity of the soil structure, it allows a damping of 
surface temperature fluctuations at a rate that varies exponentially with respect to the soil depth 
[2]. In other words, at a sufficient depth, the soil temperature is lower than the surface air 
temperature during daytime (the trend is opposite during nigth-time). Therefore, soil 
temperature is seemingly a key factor in affecting the heat transfer of an underground building 
and the thermal storage for new sources of renewable energy [3–6]. Therefore, the investigation 
of soil temperature at different depths is necessary to calculate the heat flux through the 
building surface. Meanwhile, the soil temperature data can be used for designing underground 
building in Malaysia. 
Fig. 1. Earth energy balance
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 Thus, in response to this need, an equation was established to determine the soil 
temperature for Malaysian climate. The analysis included the investigations of high and low 
dry bulb temperatures, average dry bulb temperature, amplitude of surface temperature and 
mean annual air temperature. In addition, the phase constant (the minimum surface temperature 
throughout the year) was investigated as well. All analyses were performed by using the climate 
data provided by the Malaysian Meteorological Department for station 48684. It is worth to 
mention here that our proposed correlation considered the soil depth of up to 15m.  Table 1 
shows the monthly average temperature (derived from the hourly temperature).  
 
Table 1: Climate Data for Petaling Jaya. 








23.80 25.00 23.70 24.60 23.40 23.40 27.41 23.80 28.01 23.60 23.30 22.50 22.50 
Ave Dry Bulb 
Temp (℃) 




5.99 6.18 5.82 7.20 6.39 7.49 7.92 4.92 6.56 6.10 5.64 7.50 6.48 
 
Mathematical Description. The soil temperature can be affected by variables such as 
topography, meteorology and sub-surface. Basically, the energies from meteorology elements 
such as solar, atmospheric agents and air are continuously transmitted to the soil surface (see 
Fig. 1). Solar energy is the most dominant factor. In addition, daily and seasonal changes in 
solar energy will inflict a cyclical variation in air and soil temperatures. Other factors such as 
wind and rain could cause local variations as well. The typical annual temperature variation at 
the surface (or close to the soil surface) follows the pattern of simple harmonic equation. This 
harmonic equation can be modelled based on the Kasuda model [7], where the soil temperature 
is a function of time (day), soil depth and air temperature: 
 



















)}]  (1) 
 
Here, 𝑇 (𝑧, 𝑡) is the undisturbed soil temperature at time 𝑡(day) and depth 𝑧(m), 𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 is the 
mean surface temperature, 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑝 is the amplitude of surface temperature, 𝛼 is the thermal 
diffusivity of the soil (m2/day) and 𝑡0 is the day of the year with minimum surface temperature. 
𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛, 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑝 and 𝑡0 can be determined from the meteorology data. However, 𝛼 should be 
determined based on the physical soil characteristic such as soil type and moisture content. 
From Table 1, the lowest and highest temperatures are 22.50℃ and 36.90℃, respectively. The 
temperature amplitude is 6.48℃ and 𝑡0 is taken from the basis of daily average temperature as 
shown in Fig. 2. Meanwhile, the mean annual air temperature is 28.95℃. The thermal 
diffusivity, 𝛼 is 0.06 m2/day with R2 value of 0.9999 [4]. Substituting the above-mentioned 
values into Eq. (1), the soil temperature can be predicted as: 
 


















The soil temperature, which is generated from MATLAB software, is applicable up to soil 
depth of 15m. The results are shown in Fig. 3.  
 
 
Results. As Fig. 3 shows the time history of temperature distribution for various depths 
calculated from Eq. (2). With the increasing the depth, the temperature changes are negligible 
as the temperature is almost constant starting at 10 m depth and so on, which is nearly equal to 
the mean annual air temperature, 28.95℃. These findings are consistent with those reported by 
previous researchers [4,5]. 
 
Summary. In this study, the soil temperature has been determined from the Malaysia 
meteorology data. An empirical equation has been proposed. At a depth of 10 m and beyond, 
the soil temperature is constant which is equal to the mean annual air temperature. The present 
results can then be used to calculate the heat flux through the underground building structure 
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Abstract. A hot gas rise towards ceiling due to buoyancy by fire will cause severe damage to 
the building structure. The temperature rises need to be controlled as among the element of 
compliance in performance-based design. The channel flow between beams has used in this 
study to mitigate hot gases out of the enclosure by mean of response surface methodology. 
Fire Dynamic Simulator was employed as a simulation tool while the result was statistically 
examined using analysis of variance via Minitab application. It was found that the result was 
linear with predicted R
2
 (93.25%) and within the permissible R
2
 (98.13%). The ceiling height 
has been identified not affect in controlling hot gases while four control parameters which are 
beam spacing, transversal beam, extraction rate and longitudinal beam with p-values of 0.00, 
0.000, 0.023 and 0.000 respectively, have been found to have the significant effect on the 
smoke temperature control. In providing design of enclosed car park with better condition, 
the engineers afterward could only have considered the high significant factors mentioned 
above in their design as compared to others factors studied in previous study. 
 
Introduction. The temperatures rise need to be controlled as among the elements of 
compliance in performance-based design as well as in perceptive code. A hot gas rise towards 
ceiling due to fire buoyancy will reduce oxygen concentration eventually create harmful to an 
occupants [1] and cause severe damage to the building structure such as enclosed car park 
[2], subway station [3] corridor -like structures [4], tunnel-like corridor [5] and underground 
shelter [6] as well as others building.  
 
The fire temperatures measurement is essential to predict ignition of the object,  the onset of 
flashover and structure damage [7].   Apart of that, it is also beneficial for predict smoke 
layer descent towards the floor [8] and arranges for a smoke detection [9–11] as well as 
sprinkler activation [12]. Following that, previous researchers had developed various ratio 
from experimental and numerical simulation such as beam depth to the ceiling height [13–
15], radial distance to the ceiling height [16], beam spacing to ceiling clearance [15].  
 
However, according to the literature [11–15], most studies were conducted by means of trial 
and error based. These arrangements have not yet statistically proofed and which parameters 
show the significant effect of the temperature. In addition, the parameters that were 
investigated such as heat release rate (HRR) and the wind were categorized as non-control 
factors. Indeed, a few research papers related to the hot smoke control with the presence of 
the beam has been reported by [13–15,19,22–27] but still lacking regarding cost operational 
reducing (i.e in term of horizontal ventilation numbers and volume flow rate). Therefore, this 
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study aims to channel the hot gasses by means statistical analysis based on established control 
parameters and resulting in the optimum operational cost of the ventilation fan.   
 
Method. The research work was planned to be carried out as similar to ref [29]: 
(a) determine the important controllable factors 
(b) determine the Design of Experiment (DOE) 
(c) perform computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation  
(d) conduct reliability test of DOE 
(e) conduct statistical analysis with polynomial regression model and analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) 
 




Where y is the predicted response (hot gases temperature);  and  are the uncoded 
independent variables and  are intercept, linear, quadratic and 
interaction constant coefficient respectively.  
 
Results   
Polynomial regression model. The relationship between temperature and five controllable factors 
(namely ceiling height X, beam span length X1, transversal beam depth X2, longitudinal beam depth 
X3 and extraction rate X4) was studied.  The simulation result based on CCD model has developed a 





Based on statistical analysis, the result was linear with predicted R
2
 (93.25%) and within the 
permissible R
2
 (98.13%). It was found that the result was linear and good agreement can be 
seen between actual and predicted values.  
 
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
Table 1 shows the linear, interaction and quadratic variables for the coded coefficient. In 
ANOVA analysis, the terms that found statistically significant only will be included in the 
model. Each variable with P-value less than 0.01 is considered highly significant, and 
between 0.01 and 0.05 is significant. The variable with P-value more than 0.05 is considered 
non-significant [30]. In the present work, it is observed that most of the variables have a 
highly significant on the linear effect, interaction and second order form. Only the ceiling 
height term in the linear effect was not significant.  This illustrates the importance of 
employing the significant variables in design lower temperature in the enclosed car park. 
 
Table 1. Coded Coefficients for Transformed Response 
Coded Factor Effect Coef SE Coef T-Value   P-Value Degree of Importance 
X -8.01 -4.00 2.15 -1.87 0.078 Non- significant 
X1 -57.17 -28.59 2.15 -13.32 0.000 High significant 
X2 -81.63 -40.81 2.15 -19.01 0.000 High significant 
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X3 10.62 5.31 2.15 2.47 0.023 significant 
X4 70.58 35.29 2.15 16.44 0.000 High significant 
X2
2 
25.03 12.51 3.25 3.86 0.001 Significant 
XX1 18.00 9.00 2.28 3.95 0.001 High significant 
XX2 27.26 13.63 2.28 5.99 0.000  High significant 
XX4 -32.58 -16.29 2.28 -7.16  0.000  High significant 
X1X2 17.40 8.70 2.28 3.82 0.001  High significant 
X1X4 -28.20 -14.10 2.28 -6.19  0.000  High significant 
X2X4 -13.31 -6.65  2.28 - 2.92 0.009 High significant 
 
Finally, based on P-value discussed above and significant effect, one term could be removed, 
and the model was summarized as the following equation with little error. 
 
 
       
(3) 
 
Conclusion. In this research, the influence hot gasses temperature is investigated with 
identified factors such as ceiling height, beam span length, transversal and longitudinal beam 
depth, as well as extraction rate via Response Surface Methodology (RSM), integrated with 
Fire Dynamic Simulator (FDS). In this model, as for reliability test result, RSM can be used 
to investigate the controllable probability factors that influenced the response. In accordance 
to that, four factors have confirmed effecting temperature in enclosed car park. With only 
important parameters included in this study, it is considered novelty in yielding lower 
temperature for the overall of car park geometry. The engineers afterward could only have 
considered the high significant factors mentioned above in their design as compared to others 
factors studied in previous study.  
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Introduction. The study of localized modes in discrete system has been a central attention 
for nearly three decades, due to its significance in different branches of science. In most of 
the studies, the evolution of localized modes is frequently described by the discrete nonlinear 
Schrödinger equation (DNLSE). Perhaps the study of DNLSE is initiated first by 
experimental exploration in fabricated AlGaAs waveguide arrays reported in [1], followed by 
the mathematical model in [2]. 
 
Strongly localized vectorial bright and dark modes (SLM’s), where the modes constituted by 
two different excitations interacted at particular lattice site or component with different 
frequencies, copropagate in cubic nonlinear waveguide have been shown to exist [3, 4]. In 
[4], it has been demonstrated that the existence of dark soliton requires modulational stability 
of the background. However, the existence of strongly localized dark states in the presence of 
cubic and quintic nonlinearity have not been explored. Motivated by the result of 
modulational instability in binary discrete media with cubic-quintic (CQ) nonlinearity 
reported in [5], this paper aim to present the existence of dark SLM’s. 
 
The Mathematical Model. Binary discrete media with cubic-quintic nonlinearity is 
represented by two-component CQDNLSE: 
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  (1) 
 
where ( ), ( )n nA z B z  are complex-valued wave functions at lattice site n ; z  denotes 
propagation coordination in nonlinear waveguide arrays or time in Bose-Einstein 
condensates; ,a bc c  denote the coupling constants between two adjacent sites; ,   are the 
cubic and quintic nonlinear term respectively; and ,   are the cubic and quintic cross-phase 
modulation coefficients. Here, the cubic and quintic self-phase modulation coefficients are 
rescaled to one. 
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The Existence and Stability of Dark SLM’s. The existence of dark SLM’s can be verified 
by setting the ansätze exp( )n n aA ik z  and exp( )n n bB ik z , then substituting them into 
Eqs. (1) to obtain the stationary equations 
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Numerical stability analysis was performed by linearization using the ansätze 
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where the  ’s are the linearization eigenvalues and 1 . Again, substituting the ansätze 
into Eqs. (1) yields the (linearization) eigenvalue problem at ( )O  : 
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Topologies of dark SLM’s considered in this paper are the odd and even kink-like modes 
(Fig. 1).  
 
(a)  (b)  
 
Fig. 1: Schematic representation of different kinds of dark modes. (a) odd kink-like SLM’s; 
(b) even kink-like SLM’s. 
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Summary 
In this paper, we have shown the existence of dark SLM’s in binary discrete media with 
cubic-quintic nonlinearity. The stability of the solutions corresponds to the results on 
modulational stability gains obtained in [5]: for similar amplitudes and equal strength of the 
inter-component coupling, quintic nonlinearity yields stronger effect than cubic’s. 
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Introduction. Stock markets were created due to the evolution of trade in different fields. In 
the 13
th
 century emerged the stock market in France when the King of France hired Brokers. 
During the same time period, traders were meeting in Belgium when "Van der Bürsen" 
family opened their hotel for traders to Exchange and over time this hotel became a famous 
symbol of the capital market. As a result, the term "Bürsen" began to be used for the stock 
market. The stock market is instrumental in measuring the strength or weakness of a country's 
economy. Moreover, the economic development in countries such as Britain, Denmark and 
the Netherlands was accompanied by a rise in trading in stock markets. In fact, the largest 
Exchange in the world is located in New York and is called the" Wall Street".  
 
In Arab countries, in the 18th century, Egyptians took the initiative in setting up a stock 
market which is one of the oldest stock markets in the world. In gulf region, the oldest stock 
market was established in Kuwait in 1962. Over the course of the next few decades, other 
Gulf countries also progressed economically resulting in the establishment of stock markets 
in countries like the United Arab Emirates, Oman and Qatar. 
 
In the state of Qatar, the stock market was established in 1995 under law no 14. After two 
years, in 1997, trade started with 17 listed companies and five brokerage firms. Work began 
with manually managing the trading floor. In August 1998, it shifted to the central 
registration system. In another two years, the state of Qatar became the first country in the 
Gulf area to have the linkage through the internet for companies. Then all manual trading 
systems were cancelled and trading became electronic. In 2002, it established its website on 
the Internet. Also in this year the Qatar Exchange allowed investors to sell shares on the same 
day. After one year, the market moved to a new building. By 2005, it allowed non-Qataris to 
invest in shares with a rate not exceeding 25% of the shares traded in the market. Then in 
2006, both of the regular and irregular markets became integrated. In 2007, Qatar Exchange 
joined the membership of the World Federation of Exchanges (WFE). By 2009, Qatar 
witnessed a massive transformation into a world-class stock market when it signed a strategic 
partnership agreement with NYSE Euronext.  
 
The aim of this study was to determine the volatility of Doha Stock Market and develop 
forecasting models. Linear time series models were used and compared to a nonlinear 
artificial neural network one namely Multilayer Perceptron Technique. It aims to create 
models using daily and monthly data collected from Qatar Exchange for the period of January 
2007- March 2014. The models generated are for the general index of Qatar Stock Exchange 
as well as for the several sectors. The study has made use of various time series techniques to 
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study and analyze the data trend in order to produce appropriate results. Quadratic trend 
model, double exponential smoothing model and ARIMA were applied. 
 
Neural Network. Accurate prediction of stock market returns is a very challenging task 
because of the highly nonlinear nature of the financial time series, [1]. It has been widely 
accepted by many studies that non-linearity exists in the financial markets and that neural 
networks can be effectively used to uncover this relationship. Unfortunately, many of these 
studies fail to consider alternative forecasting techniques, the relevance of input variables, or 
the performance of the models when using different trading strategies, [2]. During the last 
few years, a number of neural network models and hybrid models have been proposed for 
obtaining accurate prediction results, in an attempt to outperform the traditional linear and 
nonlinear approaches.  
 
This paper evaluates the effectiveness of neural network models which are known to be 
dynamic and effective in stock-market predictions, [3]. Artificial Neural Networks have seen 
an explosion of interest over the last few years, and are being successfully applied across an 
extraordinary range of problem domains, in areas as diverse as finance, medicine, 
engineering, geology and physics. There have been many attempts to formally define neural 
networks. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) can offer a valid approximation of a vast class of 
nonlinear process [4]. They also added “the most significant advantage of the ANN models 
over the classes of linear models is that ANNs are universal approximates that can 
approximate a large class of functions with high degree of accuracy”. [5] stated that ANN 
models control or are resistant to the limitations of traditional forecasting models, including 
misspecification, biased outliers and assumption of linearity. 
 
Methodology. Two main methods were used for building a predictive model for the stock 
market data in the State of Qatar. Three time series models were utilized namely: trend 
model, Holt’s Trend corrected models and Box and Jenkins Autoregressive Moving average 
(ARIMA) model. On the other hand the Artificial Neural Network, which is one of the none 
linear techniques was used. 
 
Time Series Techniques. As the time series plot shows an increasing trend several time 
series models were used. The Quadratic Trend technique was used to investigate the trend of 
the data, which is given by; 
 
2
210 ttYt        (1) 
 
On the other hand the plot shows breakthrough in the level, which indicates parameters are 











L      (2) 
 
Where,  11 )1()(   tttt bLLb    
 
None-seasonal Autoregressive Moving Average (ARIMA) Technique was also used as a 
mean linear stochastic model for forecasting. 
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Artificial Neural Network. The network model used in this study is a single hidden layer 
































Fig 1: Compare the Acual model with NNW and AEIMA models 
 
Conclusion. Qatar's stock market is a rapidly growing market and this is due to the 
tremendous economic growth in the country. As more and more companies are joining the 
stock market, the number of investors increases as well. Therefore, it is essential that the 
investors have an idea of the futurity of their investments. This can be done by Modeling the 
data using several techniques. 
 
This study analyzed the general closing index for the Qatar stock market from 1st January 
2007 till December 2016. Although the data that was used for modeling was from 2009 till 
2016, as there was a drop in the time series and when it was investigated it was found to be 
due to the world's financial crisis of 2008-2009. When the Artificial Neural Network was 
applied it gave a better forecasting than the linear time series models as shown in Fig 1. 
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 In this paper, we are interested in the numerical simulation of the mathematical model of Keller-
Segel Elliptic-Parabolic problem using finite volume scheme. The finite volume scheme is applied to 
the elliptic-parabolic model’s problem and we have shown under certain assumptions, the existence of 
a unique and positive approximation solution. Moreover, under adequate regularity assumption of the 
exact solution, the finite volume scheme is the first order accurate. A good agreement between our 




Chemotaxis is an important means for cellular communication. It is the inuence of chemical 
substances in the environment on the movement of mobile species. This can lead to strictly 
oriented movement or to partially oriented and partially tumbling movement. The movement 
towards a higher concentration of the chemical substance is called positive chemotaxis 
whereas the movement towards regions of lower chemical concentration is called negative 
chemotactical movement. The classical chemotaxis model the so-called Keller Segel model 
system defined in (1) was first introduced by Paltak [9] (1953), E. Keller and L. Segel [7] 
where u(t, x) denotes the density of bacteria in the position dx at time t;  v the 
concentration of chemical signal substance, 0   the relaxation time, the parameter X the 
sensitivity of cells to the chemo attractant and , ,    are given smooth functions. As it can 
be seen, when 0   the model is called Parabolic-Parabolic while it is an Elliptic-Parabolic 
model when _ = 0. This model is very simple. It exhibits a profound mathematical structure 
and only dimension 2 is well understood, especially chemotactic collapse. It has been 
extensively studied in the last few years (see [5, 6, 11, 10] ) for a recent survey articles). 
 
Finite volume methods are a class of discretization schemes that have proven highly 
successful in approximating the solution of a wide variety of conservation law systems. They 
are extensively used in fluid mechanics, meteorology, electromagnetic, semi-conductor 
device simulation, models of biological processes and many other engineering areas governed 
by conservative systems that can be written in an integral control volume form. Numerical 
simulations for biological Keller-Segel model's problems were investigated in the following 
references [1, 2, 4]. 
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The aim of this paper is to study of finite volume schemes applied to the elliptic-parabolic 
model's problem defined as 
 
 
Finite volume method for a Elliptic-parabolic problem (P): 
 
A finite volume scheme of the problem (P) can be de_ned by the following set of equations: 
 
 
In this work, we assume that the unknown’s u and v are constants over each control volume 
K of the mesh T. 
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In this section we present the results of numerical simulations.  
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Introduction. The present work focuses on magnetohydrodynamics mixed convection heat 
transfer of an electrically conducting fluid over an exponentially stretching continuous 
surface with an exponential temperature distribution. The system is maintained using applied 
convective boundary conditions, exponential magnetic field, viscous dissipation, buoyancy 
force, and internal heat generation. In addition, this research work explored the assisting and 
opposing flow conditions on the heat transfer characteristics. 
 
Mathematical Formulation and Methods. The flow and heat transfer problems are 
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      (3) 
 
where u and v are the components of velocity in the x and y directions, respectively, υ = μ⁄ρ is 
the kinematic viscosity, μ is the viscosity, ρ is the fluid density, g is acceleration due to 
gravity, β is the thermal expansion coefficient, σ is the electrical conductivity, α is the thermal 
diffusivity, T is the temperature of the fluid, cp is the specific heat of the fluid at a constant 
pressure, and 0Q   is the internal heat generation coefficient. In Equation (2), we consider 
the special form of magnetic field,    20 .
x L
B x B e   
 
The appropriate boundary conditions are as follows: 
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   0 ,
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at 0y        (4) 
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where k is the thermal conductivity of the fluid and h0 is the convective heat transfer 
coefficient.  
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 
       2, 2Re ,x Lx y e f  
      20,
ax LT x y T T T e                                                           (5)
  
where ψ is the stream function which is defined as u y    and ,v x    and a as the 
similarity variable for temperature  ,T x y  is a parameter of the temperature distribution in 
the stretching surface.
  
The governing nonlinear partial differential equations (Eqs. 1-3) and the boundary conditions 
(Eq. 4) are converted into ordinary differential equations by a similarity transformation (Eq. 
5). The converted equations are then solved numerically using the shooting method. The 
results related to skin friction coefficient, local Nusselt number, velocity and temperature 
profiles are presented for several sets of values of the parameters. The parameters used in this 
problem are  X x L  (dimensionless coordinate along the plate); 
2 2
0Ha B L   
(Hartmann number); 0Re U L   (Reynolds number); 
2ReGr  (constant mixed 
convection parameter),   20 0Gr g T T L U      (Grashof number); Pr    (Prandtl 
number); 0Bi h y k  (Biot number); and   * 2 RepA QL c  (dimensionless heat 
generation parameter). The effect of the magnetic field in this problem is considered as a ratio 
of the Hartmann number to the Reynolds number. 
  
Results. Numerical computations have been performed for the velocity profile ( ),f   the 
temperature profile ( ),   the skin friction coefficient  0f   and the local Nusselt number 
 0  for various values of physical parameters, such as mixed convection parameter λ, 
parameter of the temperature distribution in the stretching surface a, Hartmann number 
2 Re,Ha  Biot number Bi, Eckert number Ec, dimensionless heat generation parameter A
*
 and 
dimensionless coordinate along the plate X. To examine the accuracy of the numerical 
method, we compare our results with those obtained by Magyari and Keller [1], Al-Odat et al. 
[2], and Pal [3] in Table 1. In this table, the comparison is made for the nonmagnetic case 
2 Re 0,Ha   non-buoyant flow 0,   and when * 0.Bi Ec X A     This table also 
shows the comparison of the values of  0  for different values of Pr and a. From this 
table, it can be observed that the present results are in very good agreement with the previous 




Table 1: Comparison of local Nusselt number (0)  calculated by (...) Magyari and Keller 
[1], <...> Al-odat et al. [2], {...} Pal [3] and * * present method. 
a Pr 
0.5 1 3 5 8 10 
−1.5 (−0.20405) (−0.37741) (−0.92386) (−1.35324) (−1.88850) (−2.20000) 
 <−0.19191> <−0.36152> <−0.90309> <−1.34143> <−1.82858> <−2.13693> 
 {−0.20405} {−0.37741} {−0.92386} {−1.35324} {−1.88849} {−2.20003} 
 *−0.20405* *−0.37741* *−0.92386* *−1.35324* *−1.88849* *−2.20003* 
−0.5 (0.17582) (0.29988) (0.63411) (0.87043) (1.15032) (1.30861) 
 <0.18187> <0.32697> <0.67215> <0.84156> <1.08391> <1.25074> 
 {0.17582} {0.29988} {0.63411} {0.87043} {1.15032} {1.30861} 
 *0.17582* *0.29988* *0.63411* *0.87043* *1.15032* *1.30861* 
0.0 (0.33049) (0.54964) (1.12219) (1.52124) (1.99185) (2.25743) 
 <0.31006> <0.53104> <1.08522> <1.47558> <1.92633> <2.18847> 
 {0.33049} {0.54964} {1.12209} {1.52124} {1.99184} {2.25742} 
 *0.33049* *0.54964* *1.12209* *1.52124* *1.99184* *2.25742* 
1.0 (0.59434) (0.95478) (1.86908) (2.50014) (3.24213) (3.66038) 
 <0.57771> <0.91903> <1.81039> <2.28864> <3.00587> <3.18620> 
 {0.59434} {0.95478} {1.86907} {2.50013} {3.24212} {3.66037} 
 *0.59434* *0.95478* *1.86907* *2.50013* *3.24212* *3.66037* 
3.0 (1.00841) (1.56029) (2.93854) (3.88656) (5.00047) (5.62820) 
 <0.97665> <1.46569> <2.89007> <3.78072> <4.86245> <5.58576> 
 {1.00841} {1.56030} {2.93853} {3.88656} {5.00046} {5.62820} 
 *1.00841* *1.56030* *2.93853* *3.88656* *5.00046* *5.62820* 
 
Conclusion. From the numerical findings, multiple solutions are occurred for the opposing 
and assisting flow situations. It is observed that the three solution profiles exist for both skin 
friction coefficient and local Nusselt number when the flow is assisting, i.e. with the large 
assisting flow parameter. Moreover, two solution profiles exist for the small values of 
opposing and assisting flow parameters.  
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Introduction. Immobilized biocatalysts have many advantages in large scale processing such 
as retention of enzyme or cell, enhanced stability and increased half-life of the enzyme [1] The 
efficiency of immobilized biocatalyst particles expressed by effectiveness factor play 
important role in the design and optimization of bioreactors. The effectiveness factor can be 
calculated once concentration profile within the catalyst pellet is obtained by solving the 
diffusion-reaction model. Complex rate kinetics such as given by Michaelis-Menten equation 
which represents host of biological reactions requires numerical solutions even for the 
simplest diffusion-reaction model.  The diffusion-reaction model becomes even more involved in 
the presence of external mass transfer resistance which assumes significance as particle size increases. 
Different attempts at numerically solving nonlinear reaction-diffusion equation with and 
without external mass transfer effects have been reported in literature [1-4]. In this paper, we 
present a new approach based on finite difference method for the numerical simulation of 
nonlinear reaction-diffusion process in a spherical biocatalyst pellet with external film mass 
transfer resistance. 
 
Mathematical Model. In order to study the effect of internal and external mass transfer 
resistances and intrinsic reaction kinetics on the behavior of immobilized enzyme in a porous 
spherical pellet, we developed a comprehensive mathematical model described as under. We 
consider an isothermal spherical pellet with uniformly distributed enzyme that does not 
deactivate during the process. The reaction of substrate at the active sites of enzyme is 
presumed to follows simple Micahelis-Menten kinetics. Diffusion of substrate and products 
can be described using Fick’s Law. The system is at steady-state. The substrate partition 
coefficient is unity - that is no discontinuity of concentration at the solid-liquid interface. 
 
The steady state differential mass balance for the substrate results into, 
 
          (1) 
 
In equations (1),  is the maximum rate of enzyme reaction,   is the substrate 
concentrations,  is intrinsic Michaelis constant,    is the radial location in the pellet, and 
 is the effective mass diffusivity for the substrate. 
 
If the resistance to mass transfer through the liquid film surrounding the catalyst pellet is 
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significant, there exists a concentration gradient for the substrate from  in the bulk liquid 
to  at the pellet surface. Assuming linear gradient in the boundary layer (film theory), the 
boundary conditions at the particle surface can be expressed as:  
 
BC 1: At  ,         (2) 
 
where  is the external mass transfer coefficient. At the centre of particle, the substrate mass 
flux is zero. 
 
BC 2: At  ,            (3) 
 
Equations (1)-(3) can be expressed in dimensionless form by defining following 
dimensionless variables and parameters. 
 
   (Biot no.) =              (4) 
 
where  is the Biot no. and  is the Thiele modulus. 
 
Eqs. 1-3 in dimensionless form become: 
 
 = 0         (5) 
BC 1: At  ,         (6) 
BC 2: At ,           (7) 
 
An overall effectiveness factor,  in dimensionless form can be expressed as  
 
         (8) 
 
Under steady-state condition, the rate of substrate transport into the catalyst pellet equals the 
rate of substrate conversion within the pellet, which in turn is proportional to the internal 
effectiveness factor ( ) times the substrate reaction rate evaluated at  [4]. This 
results into the following relationship in dimensionless form to calculate the unknown 
parameter, γ used in Eq. 6. 
 
          (9) 
 
Finite difference method was employed for the solution of Eqs. 5-7 in conjunction with Eq. 
10 to obtain the concentration profile in the particle, ξ(ζ). Thereafter, overall effectiveness 
factor was calculated using Eq. (8). 
 
Results and Discussion. Figures 1 shows the variation in the overall effectiveness factor (η0) 
with the Thiele modulus and the dimensionless substrate concentration outside the catalyst 
pellet (β) for simple irreversible Michaelis-Menten kinetics with negligible external film 
resistance. As depicted, effectiveness factor tend to one with decreasing Thiele modulus and 
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increasing substarte concentration. The Theiele modulus can be minimized by decreasing the 
particle size R and Vm. Vm will depend on the amount of immobilized enzyme per unit mass 
of support. For an optimum value of Vm, a lower bound on the particle size can be determined 
in order to minimize internal mass transfer resistance consistent with a reasonable 
hydrodynamic pressure drop in the fixed bed reactor as also observed by Jeison et al. (2003) 
[2]. 
 
Figure 1: Effect of Thiele modulus and substrate concentration, β on the effectiveness factor 
with simple Michaelis-Menten kinetics and without external mass transfer resistance. 
 
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) show the effect of Thiele modulus and the substrate concentration β on the 
overall effectiveness factor for Biot numbers 1 and 50 respectively, in the presence of 
external film mass transfer resistance. It is obvious from Figs. 2  that the effectiveness factor 
significantly improves at large Biot number especially for higher Thiele modulus (large size 
particles). Thus it is clear from these plots that the external mass transfer resistance cannot be 
ignored as pellet size increases. A comparison with Fig. 1 also support the fact that external 
film resistance decreases the effectiveness factor, hence the efficiency of the catalyst particle. 
(a) (b)  
 
Figure 2: Effect of Thiele modulus and substrate concentration on the effectiveness factor for 
different Biot numbers corresponding to different liquid film mass transfer coefficient. (a)  Bi 
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Introduction. An analysis of variance, often abbreviated as ANOVA is a statistical technique 
to compare three or more means.  It is referred to a one-way ANOVA when the number of 
independent variable (or factor) is only one in the test. Hypothesis testing is used to evaluate 
the possible differences among the means. The null hypothesis for this test is that the means 
are all alike using the F distribution. The alternative hypothesis is that at least one of the 
means is different from the rest. With the F-test, all the means are compared simultaneously. 
Even though one is comparing three or more means in the use of the F-test, variances are 
used in the test instead of mean [1].  
 
As discussed by [1,4] the primary assumption in applying ANOVA is that the response is 
normally distributed. The variance of the response is divided into the variance that can be 
attributed to the investigated characteristic or factor and the variance that can be attributed to 
the randomness in the response. 
 
The analysis of variance was originally invented by Ronald Fisher in the 1920’s and has its 
root in agriculture sector. It has been further developed and has been applied in various fields 
[2,3,4].  The basic idea remains the same. 
 
Completely Randomized Experiments. If there is only one factor, the experimental design 
is referred to as a completely randomized design. In this study the factor being investigated is 
the location where the leachate is collected. The location is subdivided into four groups or 
levels.  The response variable of interest is chemical oxygen demand (COD). It is measured 
for different levels of the factor. The order of conducting the experimental trials can affect the 
result.  The order is selected randomly or randomly assign by allocating each trial a number 
and using random numbers to choose the order. The experiments were replicated three times. 
 
Results and Discussion. The design matrix in Table 3.1 is the combinations of factor and 
levels that make up the experiment. The ANOVA Table 3.2 showed that there is very strong 
evidence that the location influences the response (chemical oxygen demand). Since p-value 
(p  0.000) is less than α= 0.05, the result is statistically significant at the 5% level. The null 
hypothesis is rejected. There is a difference between the mean chemical oxygen demand.  The 
F-test statistic shown in Table 3.2 is 92.09 with, df 1 =3 and df2 =32 degrees of freedom. 
Using the critical value approach with α = 0.05, the null hypothesis is also rejected when F- 
56
-statistic exceeds the critical value of 3.32.  Again, we have sufficient evidence to suggest 
that at least one of the four means is different from one of the others. Next, further 
investigation was conducted to determine which means are different from the others.  
 
                 Table 3.1: Mean Chemical Oxygen Demand in Four Locations 







1 1 256 239 230 241.667 
1 2 135 158 124 139.000 
1 3 135 141 129 135.000 
2 1 202 224 218 214.667 
2 2 233 199 141 191.000 
2 3 186 181 200 189.000 
3 1 591 589 581 587.000 
3 2 519 504 486 503.000 
3 3 628 574 632 611.333 
4 1 260 285 222 255.667 
4 2 399 386 375 386.667 
4 3 235 231 185 217.000 
 
In this study, Turkey’s multiple comparisons at 95% confidence intervals were performed to 
decide which levels have significantly different. As displayed in Fig. 3.1, the second 
confidence interval includes zero, while the third and fourth interval does not include zero. 
This suggests that there is no evidence of any difference in COD between location 1 and 2. 
However, there is evidence of difference between locations 2, 3, and 4.  
 
Table 3.2: One-way ANOVA of COD 
Source    DF     SS    MS F P  
Location 3 883469 294490 92.09 0.000  
Error 32 102334 3198    
Total  35 985803     
S = 56.55     R-Sq = 89.62%     R-Sq(adj) = 88.65% 
 
Figure 3.1: Individual 95% Confidence Interval for Mean (COD) 
Tukey 95% Simultaneous Confidence Intervals 
All Pairwise Comparisons among Levels of location 
Individual confidence level = 98.92% 
location = 1 subtracted from: 
 
location   Lower  Center   Upper  --------+---------+---------+---------+- 
2         -45.86   26.33   98.53                  (--*--) 
3         323.03  395.22  467.42                                 (--*--) 
4          42.36  114.56  186.75                      (--*-) 
                                  --------+---------+---------+---------+- 
                                       -250         0       250       500 
location = 2 subtracted from: 
 
location   Lower  Center   Upper  --------+---------+---------+---------+- 
57
3         296.69  368.89  441.08                                (--*--) 
4          16.03   88.22  160.42                     (--*-) 
                                  --------+---------+---------+---------+- 
                                      -250         0       250       500 
location = 3 subtracted from: 
 
location    Lower   Center    Upper  --------+---------+---------+---------+- 
4         -352.86  -280.67  -208.47      (--*--) 
                                     --------+---------+---------+---------+- 




The adequacy of the model for COD was assesed by graphing the residuals, as shown in Fig. 
3.1. The structureless residuals verified that the normality assumptions, constant variance and 













































Conclusions. The experiments have provided evidence that the location influences the COD value. 
Determine the effect of location has statistically significant effect on the value of COD. Thus, using 
the above procedure one can discover which means have significantly different means, a common 
problem facing researchers could be answered. 
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Introduction. Despite the fact that the structure of deformed nuclei and nature of low excited 
levels have been substantially studies over more than four decades, this still occupies a 
central part of today's research [1–3]. The nuclei Yb have been well studied. It is important to 
note that these are investigated in a number of ways such as radioactive decay of 
170–174
Lu, 
and different nuclear reactions. In these isotopes, many 1
+
 states and 0 ,2K    bands have 
been. In the present paper, the low – lying states of positive parity of isotopes 
170–174
Yb is 
studied. The calculation are conducted by utilizing a phenomenological model [4, 5] which 
accounts Coriolis mixture all of the experimentally known low–lying rotational bands states. 
 
The Model. To analyze the properties of low–lying positive parity states in Yb isotopes, the 
phenomenological model of [5] is exploited. This model takes into account the mixing of 
states of the 0 , 2K    and 1 + bands. The Hamiltonian model is 
 
   2 'rot K KH H I H I   (1) 
      ' , ' , ' 1, ' ,K K K K K rot x K KK KH I I j I K
          (2) 
 
where K   bandhead energy of the rotational bands,  rot I   an angular frequency of 
rotational nucleus,  
, 'x K K
j   matrix elements which describe Coriolis mixture between 
rotational bands and 
 
   
 
2








The eigenfunction of Hamiltonian (1) is 
 
    
    
1
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K KI I I


















  (3) 
where ',
I
K K  is the amplitude of mature of basis states. 
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Electric Quadrupole E2– transitions. We shall calculate the reduced probability for E2– 
transitions, using the wave function obtained by describing the energy of states. The 
expression for the reduced probability of E2– transitions from the i iI K  states to the ground 
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Here ˆ=< | ( 2) | >K nnm gr m E K
  is a matrix elements between interior wave functions of the 
ground 1(0 )
  and = 0 , 2 ,1n mK 
     bands, whose values are defined from experimental data, 
0Q   is the internal quadrupole moment of the nucleus; and ;2( )
f n
i n i f
I K
I K K KC    are Clebsch–
Gordan coefficients. 
 
In the adiabatic approximation, the following equations are valid for  2B E  factors from the 
2I   states to the nK
  rotational band: 
 
   
2
00
1 ,0 2 ;22;2 0 0 2 n n n n
adiabatic
n K K K KB E K m C
  
    (5) 
 
which allows to calculate the empirical values of the parameters 
nK
m  from the experimental 
data. 
 
The 2 30 , 0K
    and 12K
   state bands are located close to each ather in 
170,172Yb  
isotopes, which leads to a strong mixing of states even when spin is = 2I . In this case the 
adiabatic approximation Eq. 5 becomes inapplicable to determine Kn
m . Therefore, to 
describing the experimental data for  2B E  in 170,172Yb  isotopes, the value of 0m  and 2m  
parameters are varied slightly. 
 
The empirical values of parameters Kn
m  have been defined by Eq. 5, using the experimental 
data of the reduced probabilities of E2– transitions 
1( 2;2 0 0 )nB E K
  . Table 1 provides 
theoretical values of the reduced matrix elements of E2–transitions for 172Yb , wich are 
compared with experemental data and values taken by other models [6–8]. 
 
We note that our calculations were performed sequentially, i.e., first describes the energy 
state and then corresponding their wave functions are determined. Further, using these wave 
functions are calculated probabilities E2– transitions. From Table 1, one can see that, the 
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results of calculation in the framework of our model for the majority cases provide a good 
agreement with experimental data. 
 
The magnitude and sign of the parameters 1 11
=m m

 were determined from the best agrement 
of the ratios  1 1 12; 10 2;2 0 0 2; 10IK i i n i iR E I K I E K E I K I             from odd states of 
the 2lK
   and 1K 
  (states with the negative signature 1   ). 
The adiabatic values of the ratio of reduced probability of E2– transitions 
adiabatic
IKR  is 







1 1 2 1






I IK I E IK I
R





   
 (6) 
 
Table 1: Reduced Matrix Elements of E2 – transitions in 
172
Yb 
i i f fI K I K  Exp. RVM2 IBA-1 Theory i i f fI K I K  Exp. RVM2 IBA-1 Theory 












 0.16 0.27 0.01 










 0.16 0.26 0.082 










 0.19 0.31 0.108 










 0.26 0.45 0.19 





 0.38 0.45 0.27 2 140 40  – – – 0.13 
1 132 20   0.32 11  – – 0.328      
1 132 40   0.35 6  – – 0.226      
 
Summary. From Table 1, one can see that, the results of calculation in the framework of our model 
for the majority cases provide a good agreement with experimental data. The experimental values of 
ratios 02I
R  for 2E   transitions from the 2= 0K
 
 states are different from the adiabatic theory of a 




 bands. Then arises the question, 
why the value of rations 
21I
R   for the transitions from the 12

 bands is not too much different from the 
adiabatic theory compared 02I
R . This is because the matrix element 2 1 11
ˆ=< 0 | ( 2) | 2 >m m E   is 10 
times greater than 0 1 21
ˆ=< 0 | ( 2) | 0 >m m E  . 
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Introduction. Each Gibbs measure is associated with a single phase of physical system [1]. 
The existence of two or more Gibbs measure means that phase transitions exist. One of the 
fundamental problem is to describe the extreme Gibbs measures corresponding to a given 
Hamiltonian. As is known, the phase diagram of Gibbs measures for a Hamiltonian is close to 
the phase diagram of isolated (stable) ground states of the Hamiltonian. At low temperatures, 
a periodic ground state correspond to a periodic Gibbs measure, see [1]. For the Potts model 
with competing interactions on the Cayley tree of order two, periodic ground states were 
studied in [2,3](see also [4]). On the other hand, it is natural to consider a model which is 
more general than the Potts one, therefore, in [5] it was proposed to study so-called λ-model 
on the Cayley tree (see also [4,5]). In that model, many possible interactions (nearest-
neighbor) are taken into account. Furthermore, in [6] we have described ground states of the 
λ-model on Cayley tree of order two. This model is general than Potts model, and exhibits 
interesting structure of ground states. In the present paper, we continue an investigation of the 
λ-model on the Cayley Tree of order two, and study periodic ground states associated with 
normal subgroups of index 2.  
 
Preliminaries. Let ( , )k V L   be a Cayley tree of order k , i.e., an infinite tree such that 
exactly 1k   edges are incident to each vertex. Here V is the set of vertices and L  is the set 
of edges of k . Let kG denote the free product of 1k  cyclic groups { , }ie a  of order 2 with 
generators 1 2 1, ,..., ka a a  , i.e., let 
2
ia e . There exists one-to-one correspondence between the 
set V  of vertices of the Cayley tree of order k  and the group kG , see[4,7]. For the group 
kG (or the corresponding Cayley tree), we consider the left (right) shifts. for kg G , we put 
( ) ( ( ) )g gT h gh T h hg   for all 
kh G . The group of all left (right) shifts on kG is isomorphic 
to group kG . Each transformation S  on the group kG  induces a transformation S  on the 
vertex set V of the Cayley tree k . In the sequel, we identify V with kG . 
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Theorem 2.1. The group of left (right) shifts on the right (left) representation of the Cayley 
tree is the group of translations. 
 
By the group translations, we mean the automorphism group of the Cayley tree regard as 
graph. Recall that a mapping   on the vertex set of a graph G is called an automorphism of 
G if   preserves the adjacency relation, i.e., the image ( )u  and ( )v  of vertices u  and v  
are adjacent if and only if u  and v  are adjacent. For an arbitrary vertex 0x V , we put  







 , { , | , }n nL l x y V x y V    . 
 
where ( , )d x y  is the distance between x  and y  in the Cayley tree, i.e., the number of edges 
of the path between x  and y . For each kx G , let ( )S x denote the set of immediate 
successor of x , i.e., if nx W  then 1( ) { : ( , ) 1}nS x y W d x y   . For each kx G , let 1( )S x  
denote the set of all neighbors of x , i.e., 1( ) {S x y  kG : , }x y L  . The set 1( ) \ ( )S x S x is 
a singleton. Let x

 denote the (unique) element of this set. Assume that spin takes its values 
in the set {1,2,..., }q  . By configuration   on V  we mean a function taking 
: ( )x V x    . The set of all configurations coincides with the set V . 
 
Consider the quotient group * 1\ { ,..., }k k rG G H H , where 
*
kG  is normal subgroup of index r  
with 1r  . Recall that a configuration is ( )x said to be *kG -periodic if ( ) ix   for all 
kx G  with ix h . A kG -periodic configuration is said to be translation invariant.  
The Hamiltonian of the λ-model [7,8] has form, 
 
,
( ) ( ( ), ( ))
x y L
H x y   
 
  . 
 
In what follows, we restricted ourselves to the case 2k   and {1,2,3}  , and for the sake 
of simplicity, we consider the following function:  
 
, | | 2,
( , ) , | | 1,
, .
if i j













where , ,a b c  for some given numbers. 
Summary. For a pair of configurations   and   coinciding almost everywhere, i.e., except 
finitely many points, we consider the relative Hamiltonian ( , )H   determining the energy 
differences of the configuration   and  : 
,
,
( , ) ( ( ( ), ( )) ( ( ), ( )))
x y
x y V
H x y x y       
 

   
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Let M be the set of unit balls with vertices in V , i.e., 1{ , ( ), }M x S x x V   . We call the 
restriction of configuration  to the ball b M a bounded configuration b . We define the 










U x y   
 

   
 
The relative Hamiltonian has the form ( , ) ( ( ) ( ))b b
b M
H U U   

  . The inclusion 
 
( ) , , , { , , }
2
bU a b c
  
   
  




holds for every configuration b  on ( )b b M . Configuration   is called ground state of the 
relative Hamiltonian H if  
 
( ) min , , , { , , }
2
bU a b c
  
   
  




for any b M . If a ground state is a periodic configuration, then we call it periodic ground 
state. Let 2k   and | | 1A  . Then for the λ-model the following statements hold: 
(i)   Let 1 2| | 0   , then 0H -periodic ground state exists if and only if  
       3 3{( , , ) | } {( , , ) | }a b c c b a a b c c a b      . 
(ii)  Let 1 2| | 1   , then 0H -periodic ground state exists if and only if  
       3{( , , ) | }a b c c b a   . 
(iii) Let 1 2| | 2   , then 0H -periodic ground state exists if and only if  
       3{( , , ) | }a b c a c b   . 
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Introduction. An original work on quadratic stochastic operators (in short QSOs) was done 
by Bernstein [1] where such kind of operators appeared from the problems of population 
genetics (see also [2]). These operator appear to have tremendous applications especially in 
modelling in many different fields such as biology (population and disease dynamics), 
physics (non-equilibrium statistical mechanics), economics and mathematics (replicator 
dynamics and games).  
 
A quadratic stochastic operator is usually used to present the time evolution of species in 
biology, which arises as follows. Consider evolution of species in biology as given in the 
following situation. Let  be the  type of species (or traits) in a population 
and we denote  to be the probability distribution of the species in an 
early state of that population. By  we mean the probability of an individual in the  
species and species to cross-fertilize and produce an individual from  species (trait). 
Given , we can find the probability distribution of the first generation, 




This relation defines an operator which is denoted by  and it is called quadratic stochastic 





   
The condition (5) biologically means that each individual can inherit only the species of the 
parents. The dynamics of Volterra QSO was somehow studied successfully in [3]. However, 
not all QSOs are of Volterra-type, therefore dynamics of non-Volterra QSO remains open. 
This is not an easy task. In [4,5], there have given along self-contained exposition of the 
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recent achievements and open problems in the theory of the QSO. The main problem in the 
nonlinear operator theory is to study the behavior of nonlinear operators. 
In the present paper, we are going to investigate infinite dimensional Volterra QSO. Here we 
construct multiplicative Lyapunov functions for such kind of operators, which allow to 
explore limiting set of the associated operators. 
 











   












One can check that   maps  into itself. The operator  is called quadratic stochastic 
operator(QSO). 
 




Taking into account (4), one easily can check that (6) is equivalent to the following canonical 
form of  
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Here and henceforth, we use    to denote the iterations of the given QSO   and  
. Recall, a continuous function   is called a Lyapunov function for  if the 
limit  exists for any initial point   The following section is the 
main results in this paper. 
 
Lyapunov Function and Limiting Point. In this section we are going to construct 
multiplicative Lyapunov function for Volterra QSO given by (6). Denote 
 
 
















From the last theorem, it seem hard to choose  that satisfied condition (8) due to 
infiniteness.  Now, we want to provide some conditions on skew-symmetric matrix    so that 
the existence of Lyapunov function in the form of (7) is always true. 
 
Theorem 2. Let    be infinite dimensional Volterra QSO associated with skew-symmetric 








is a Lyapunov function for . 
 
Using the previous Lyapunov function, it allows us to study their limiting point. 
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If either  










then,  where  is boundaries of the simplex . 
 
Using the same argument on Theorem 3, one  has the following result. 
 
Corollary 4. Let  be Volterra QSO that satisfies the conditions given in Theorem 3. Then 
one has limiting point w.r.t point-wise convergence on the boundaries of the simplex . 
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Introduction and preliminaries. The convergence problems of the sequences {p[n](x)}n∈N (reg-
ularity of the map p at x) and {q(n)(x)}n∈N (ergodicity of the map p at x) , where p : S → S
is a given map, S is a simplex in a finite dimensional real vector space, x ∈ S, p[1](x) = p(x),
p[n+1](x) = p(p[n](x)), q(n)(x) = 1n
∑n
i=1 p
[i](x) for n ∈ N , are important problems in applications of
Mathematics in other areas of Science (see, for example,[1],[2]). We study these problems when S is
the natural simplex in the group algebra of a finite group over the real numbers and p is a power
series. The polynomial case of p(t) has been considered in [3] and [4].










k | <∞ and limn→∞ a
[n] = 0,







k}n∈N also holds the same property i.e. limn→∞ b(n) = 0, where b(n) = sup{|b(n)k | : k ∈ N}





0 (t) stand for p
[n](t)− a[n]0 .
Assume that A is a finite dimensional mono associative algebra over R i.e. every subalgebra of A
generated by one element is an associative algebra. In future the vector space A will be considered
only with respect to Euclidian topology.
Lemma 1. If x ∈ A is such an element that limn→∞ xn = 0 then limn→∞ p[n]0 (x) = 0 as well.
Lemma 2. If x ∈ A and limn→∞ xn = x0 then limn→∞ p[n](x) exists if and only if limn→∞[a[n]0 e+








0 e + (p
[n](1)− a[n]0 )x0]
Now we will consider any finite group G and its group algebra A = R[G] over the field of real
numbers [5]. For any x ∈ R[G] the number xg stands for the coefficient at g in the linear expansion
of x with respect to the basis {g : g ∈ G}.
Let L : R[G]→ R be map defined by L(x) =
∑
g∈G xg for any x =
∑
g∈G xgg ∈ R[G] and
S = {x ∈ R[G] : L(x) = 1, xg ≥ 0 for any g ∈ G}
It is clear that S is a compact set and moreover it is closed with respect to the multiplication as
far as L(xy) = L(x)L(y) for any x, y ∈ R[G].






S= {x ∈ S : xg > 0 for any g ∈ G}
It is evident that cS = Sc = {c}.
Proposition 1. If y, z ∈ R[G] any two elements with nonnegative components then
1. Supp(y + z) = Supp(y) ∪ Supp(z)
2. Supp(yz) = Supp(y)Supp(z), where Supp(y)Supp(z) stands for {gh : y ∈ Supp(y), h ∈ Supp(z)}. In
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particular, |Supp(yz)| ≥ max{|Supp(y)|, |Supp(z)|}, and, if ye 6= 0,ze 6= 0 then Supp(y) ∪ Supp(z) ⊂
Supp(yz)
Further x will stand for a fixed element of S,
nx = min{k ∈ N : (xk)e 6= 0} = min{k ∈ N : e ∈ Supp(xk)},
and let
Gx = 〈Supp(xnx)〉





mx = min{k ∈ N : xk ∈ R[Gx]} = min{k ∈ N : Supp(xk) ⊂ Gx}.
It is clear that mx divides nx whenever x ∈ S.
Let S(x) stand for the set of all limits of all converging subsequences of {xm}m∈N .
Theorem 1. For any x ∈ S the equalities
xcx = cxx,
S(x) = {cxxr : 0 ≤ r < mx}
are valid. In particular, |S(x)| = 1 i.e. S(x) = {cx} if and only if x ∈ R[Gx].
Lemma 3. For any x ∈ S either both limits limn→∞ p[n](x), limn→∞ p[n](xcx) do not exist or both
of them exist and limn→∞ p
[n](x) = limn→∞ p
[n](xcx)








exist for all 0 ≤ r < mx. If x ∈ S, cx = e and nxcx = nx then the
limit limn→∞ p
























Lemma 4. If a1, a2, a3, ... is a sequence of nonnegative real numbers such that a1+a2+a3+ ... = 1
then for any k ≥ 2 and 2 ≤ i ≤ k the following inequality∑
j1+j2+...+ji=k
aj1aj2 ...aji ≤ (1− ak)a
is valid, where a = sup{a1, a2, a3, ...} and the expression
∑
j1+j2+...+ji=k
stands for the summation
taken over all (j1, j2, ..., ji) with natural entries for which j1 + j2 + ... + ji = k . In particular∑
j1+j2+...+ji=k
aj1aj2 ...aji ≤ a
for any k ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
Ergodicity of power series-map. Let now p(t) =
∑∞
k=0 akt
k = a0 +a1t+a2t
2 + ... be any power
series, where 0 ≤ ai < 1, and p(1) = a0 +a1 +a2 + ... = 1. Consider its iterations p[n+1](t) = p(p[n](t)),












k = 1. The following result is about the behavior of a
[n]
0 and
a[n] = Sup{a[n]k : k ∈ N}.
Theorem 3. The sequence {a[n]0 }n∈N is a monotone increasing sequence, {a[n]} is monotone de-
creasing sequence and limn→∞ a
[n] = 0
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Theorem 2 motivates investigation of the following problem. Let p(t) =
∑∞
i=0 ait
i, where 0 ≤ ai < 1








exist for all 0 ≤ r < m? Obviously it is equivalent to the question: When does limn→∞ p[n](t) exist,
where t = tmod(tm − 1)? Let Supp(p(t)) = Supp(
∑∞
i=0 ait
i) = {ti : ai 6= 0 , i ∈ N ∪ {0}}.
In future it is assumed that p(t) = trp0(t), where r ≥ 0, Suppp0(t) = {tqi : i < l}, where 2 ≤ l ≤ ∞





0 (t) and p
(n+1)







, which, due to Proposition 1, implies that
1. Supp(p
(n)
0 (t)) ⊂ 〈{tqi : i < l}〉, where 〈{tqi : i < l}〉 stands for the semigroup generated by
{tqi : i < l}.
2. tqiSupp(p
(n)
0 (t)) ⊂ Supp(p
(n+1)
0 (t)) for any i < l
The second property implies, as far as Supp(p
(n)
0 (t)) ⊂ Supp(p
(n+1)
0 (t)) , that the sets Supp(p
(n)
0 (t))
are the same sets for all big enough n ∈ N . Let us denote it by Gp0(t). Moreover t
qiGp0(t) ⊂ Gp0(t)
and {tqi : i < l} ⊂ Gp0(t). Therefore taking into account the first property one can conclude that





m−1} generated by {tqi : i < l}. Assume that it is as a cyclic group
generated by t
q
, where 0 ≤ q < m.
It is clear that the sequence {rkmodm}k∈N is a repeating sequence i.e. there are d ∈ N and different
numbers m0,m1, ...,md−1 between 0 and m−1 for which rkd+i = mimod m whenever i ∈ {0, 1, ..., d−1}
and k is big enough.
Theorem 4. 1. If ∩d−1i=0 t
miGp0(t) = ∅ then limn→∞ p(n)(t) does not exist.
2. If ∩d−1i=0 t
miGp0(t) 6= ∅ then t
miGp0(t) = t






m0cp0(t) + (e− cp0(t))a





g and a = limn→∞ a
[n]
0
Theorem 5. The above considered map p : S → S is ergodic on S.
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Introduction. In [1] Il’in studied uniform convergence of the spectral expansions  
associated with the Laplace operator in the Sobolev classes  and found sufficient 
conditions of uniform convergence for the Riesz means  as    . 
Later, Alimov in [2] established the uniform convergence of the Riesz means for the 
functions from the Nikol'skii classes . The convergence of the spectral decompositions 
of the Laplace operator on closed domain firstly investigated by Il’in (see in [1]) and then 
Moiseev [3] proved uniformly convergence of the eigenfunction expansions of the functions 
from  on closed domain   . Furthermore, in [4] Eskin considered the 2m order 
elliptic differential operator with the Lopatinsky boundary condition and proved uniformly 
convergent of the spectral expansions of the functions from  on closed 
domain  .  The uniform convergence of the eigenfunction expansions of the Laplace 
operator in closed domain was considered by Rakhimov [5], where  he showed that the 
conditions  secure the uniform convergence of the expansions in 
closed domain for the continuous functions from the Nikolskii classes .  Uniform 
convergence of the Riesz means of eigenfunction expansions of countinuous function in case 
of Laplace operator studied in [6] and for the general elliptic operator in [7]. The problems of 
the uniformly the Riesz summability on a closed domain for the Schredinger operator with 
the singular potential  studied in [8] and [9].  
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The spaces of the functions. Let 2R  be a domain with smooth boundary  . Let define 
the classes of the functions (see in [10]). We say that a function ( , ) ( )pf x y L   belongs to 
the ( )
a
pH  , if for any 






( , ) 2 ( , ) ( , ) .
p
h k
x y x y x y L
f x h y k f x y f x h y k C h k
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

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where a  is written as ,a l   l positive integer and 0 1.  Using the notation 
2
, ( , ) ( , ) 2 ( , ) ( , )h k f x y f x h y k f x y f x h y k        , a norm in ( )pH
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The closure of the space 0 ( )C
   in the norm of ( )
a
pH   denoted by ( ).
a
pH    
        
Let  an integer and a function  defined and continuous for  , positive 








Here     and  direct and inverse Fourier transformations in  . 
 
Now we define the generalized Sobolev spaces in the finite domain . Unless whole space 
 in the finite domain the definition not involving the Fourier transformation. For any 
square integrable in the domain  function  and for any positive number  by  we 






Let  where  integer number and . 
Let   Then by   we denote the space of functions from 




here  is multiindex, i.e.    - dimensional vector with non negative integer components  
  and     called length of multiindex. Then 
 denote the generalized partial derivative. 
         
Eigenfunction expansions associated with the polyharmonic operator. Let consider the 
biharmonic operator 2  with the domain 2
4{ ) : | = | = 0}D u C u u      . Denote by 
)},({ yxunm  
eigenfunctions and by }{ nm  the set of eigenvalues of the biharmonic operator.    
 




                                 
where nmf  is the Fourier coefficients of the function :f   
 




For the eigenfunctions  and eigenvalues  of biharmonic operator with the 
domain of definition  we have (Anvarjon, Siti Nor Aini and Siti Fatimah):  
 
  (1) 
 
uniformly for all .  
 
From this, it follows that if  then the Riesz means  
uniformly convergence for the functions from Nikolskii classes  in closed domain. An 
estimation (1) for the polyharmonic operator obtained by Anvarjon, Siti Nor Aini and 
Gafurjan Ibragimov.   
 
Summary. In this paper the uniform convergence of eigenfunction expansions of the 
distributions from the generalized Sobolev spaces.  
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Introduction. The stability and dynamics of thin liquid films subjected to van der Waals 
attraction, thermocapillarity and evaporative instabilities at the free surface, is studied using 
numerical simulations. For a Newtonian liquid, flow in thin liquid film on a solid support and 
bounded by a passive gas is represented by Navier-Stokes equation, equation of continuity 
and appropriate boundary conditions. The external effects are generally incorporated in the 
body force term of the Navier-Stokes equation. These governing equations can then be 
simplified using so called long-wave approximation to arrive at a nonlinear partial differential 
equation, henceforth called equation of evolution (EOE), which describes the time evolution 
of the interfacial instability caused by internal and/or external effects [1-3]. 
 
The comprehensive characterization of the nonlinear dynamics and surface morphology of 
thin-film requires efficient numerical method for the solution of the equation of evolution 
(EOE). Our thin-film flow configuration has been numerically simulated using a fully explicit 
finite difference formulation as well as an implicit finite difference scheme. The explicit 
finite difference scheme seems to replicate the solution from spectral method as well as 
implicit scheme to a high degree of conformity for most of the cases investigated. Thus 
explicit scheme presented here is a relatively simple numerical scheme with much less 
computational expense compared to Fourier spectral and implicit Crank Nicholson schemes 
for the full scale simulation of the various thin film models. However, the detailed numerical 
simulation of the thin film problem is being investigated. 
 
The Thin Film Model. Consider a thin viscous Newtonian liquid film supported on a 
uniformly heated rigid plane inclined at angle β to the horizontal and bounded above by its 
vapour. Film is thick enough that a continuum theory of the liquid is applicable. The film is 
laterally unbounded and with constant material properties. Mean film thickness is h0. The 
layer is evaporating so that at the vapour-liquid interface there is mass loss, momentum 
transfer and energy consumption. Plate has a fixed constant temperature TH. Liquid 
temperature, TF on the free surface is controlled by losses to the passive gas above. The 
surface tension, σo depends on temperature, so that the thermocapiliary effects are present. 
The flow in the thin film can be represented using a two-dimensional Cartesian co-ordinate 
system (x, z), by the  Navier-Stokes, energy and continuity equations together with the shear 
stress, normal stress conditions and the constitutive equation at the free surface. Following 
the derivations in Joo et al. (1991), an equation of evolution (in space and time)  for the film 
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thickness h(x,t)  can be obtained as [1-4], 
 
ℎ𝑡 +  
𝐸
ℎ + 𝐾













































(7ℎ − 15𝐾)ℎℎ𝑥𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃] = 0               (1) 
The scale factors used between parameters in Eq. (1) and those used in EOE of Joo et al. 
(1991) are: (E, D, S) = (ε ̅, ε2D, ε-2 ̅). Joo et. al. (1991) have employed ε=0.2 and ̅=0.1 
throughout their simulations [3]. 
Eq. (1) can be solved for the film thickness h(x,t) using a space periodic initial condition, 
ℎ(0, 𝑥) = 1 − 𝜀 cos 𝑘𝑥 ;  |𝜀| < 1               (2) 
together with periodic boundary conditions in x-domain over a disturbance wavelength, 𝜆 =
2𝜋/𝑘, where k is a wavenumber. For a cosine wave initial condition, the boundary conditions 











(𝑖 = 0, 1, 2, 3);  −/2 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝜆/2,                                            (3) 
 
Numerical Method. To fully characterize the nonlinear dynamic behaviour of our non-
isothermal thin film model, one needs to solve numerically the evolution equation (Eq. 1) for 
a wide range of parameter values under different thermo-physical states. Thus we need robust 
numerical method to solve Eq. (1) reliably and efficiently. Hamza et al. (2016) have used 
implicit Crank Nicholson mid-point rule in their simulations of Eq. (1) [1-4,7]. Here we have 
compared the results from numerical simulations using an explicit finite difference (FD) 
schemes with those of implicit Crank-Nicholson mid-point method employed by Hamza 
(2017). The explicit FD scheme is briefly described in the following paragraph.  
 
Explicit Finite Difference Formulation. A second order accurate backward difference scheme 
is used for temporal discretization while the periodic spatial domain is discretized using 41 
equally spaced points. The spatial terms in the governing equations are calculated at the 
current time step where the solution is known and is used explicitly to find the film thickness 
profile at the next time step, employing sufficiently small time steps to ensure the stability of 
time integration. The spatial derivatives hx and hxxx are evaluated using second order accurate 
finite differencing [5-7). Our explicit discretization has been extensively validated by solving 
the various cases of isothermal/nonisothermal liquid layer of Joo et al. (1991) where a Fourier 
spectral method was used to solve the governing equations and identical results were 
obtained as shown in the ‘results and discussion’ section.  
 
Results and Discussion. The results of the numerical solution of the equation of evolution 
(EOE) given in Eq. (1) in the absence of van der Waals force term (identical with EOE of Joo 
et al. (1991)) using our explicit code are compared with the results of implicit code of Hamza 
(2017) and with the numerical results of Joo et al. (1991) obtained using Fourier spectral 
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method in figures 1 and 2. Fig. 1 depicts the evolution of the film interface for a liquid layer 
under the influence of thermocapillarity and gravity for an angle of inclination 30°. 
Simulations from our explicit finite difference method (FDM) are almost identical with 
Fourier spectral method (not shown here) of Joo et al. (1991), however, implicit FDM shows 
slight deviation. Simulation of evaporating layers without gravitational effect is shown in Fig. 
2. Figure 2 shows identical film profiles from explicit and implicit methods with slight 
difference in the rupture time (τ = 4.9388 (explicit) and τ= 4.8915 (implicit)). 
 
Figure 1: Evolution of the free-interface when 𝑘 = 0.7, 𝐺 = 5, 𝜃 = 30°,
𝐾𝑀
𝑃
= 1, 𝐾 = 0.1, 𝑆 =





Figure 2: Growth of free-surface instability for an evaporating film shown with ∆𝜏 = 0.05 
and at 𝜏𝑅 = 4.9388 (𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡), 𝜏𝑅 = 4.8915 (𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡)). 𝑘 = 0.7, 𝐺 = 0, 𝐸 = 0.02 (𝐸 =
0.1), 𝐾 = 0.1, 𝑃 = 1, and S=2.5 ( 𝑆 = 0.1). 
 
Summary. The results presented above show a high degree of conformity in the solutions 
obtained from our explicit finite difference scheme to those of Fourier spectral method as 
well as results obtained from implicit Crank Nicholson scheme. The fully explicit finite 
difference scheme seems to replicate the solution of the Fourier spectral method of Joo et al. 
𝜏𝑅 = 4.8915 
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(1991) as well as implicit scheme of Hamza et al. (2017) to a high degree of accuracy for 
most of the cases investigated so far. Thus it is proved beyond doubt that our fully explicit 
finite difference formulation is capable of simulating the highly nonlinear thin film model to 
a high degree of accuracy with remarkable ease of implementation and at much less 
computational expense compared to more computationally intensive methods of Fourier 
spectral and implicit Crank Nicholson schemes. 
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